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THE SiaNIFICANCE OF COLOR IN CONTEMPORARY POETRY
. ^ SHOWN IN THE WORKS ^
THREE REPRESENTATIVE POETS
PREFACE
Color In life has always held significance according
to the associative response of the beholder. Its consequence
!
and value are apparent In an Increased appreciation of aesthet-
ic stimulation through both Inspiration and expression.
Poetry Is natural to man, and has, to a large extent,
paralleled his racial development through the centuries. It
has provided a means of expression, at first rhythmic according
to the emotional or physical energy prompting It, later, more
subtle and more definitely patterned according to conventional
j
forms
AS color words with their associative suggestions
jwere included In poetry, an additional stimulus was realized -
the appeal to the visual and visually associative perceptions,
which not only gave the opportunity for more complete expres-
|Slon and more satisfactory Inspiration, but also helped man to
^become still more color-conscious,
I
{1. Auslander, Joseph - The Winged Horse - Ch. I

2In our present age of revolt and experimentation,
both poetry and color have been used as mediums of expression
for new ideas, Imagism, Impressionism, Symbolism, and Itlystl-
clsm have Influenced both form and content of art, whether in
colored words or interpretative color.
Since an analytical and comparative study in so broad
a field must be narrowed down eventually to concrete examples,
three contemporary poets have been chosen as representative in
' their expression of color-poetry.
With the aid of a background covering the high points
regarding the development of color, in the correlative fields
of physics, physiology, psychology, therapy, and literary usage,
as well as symbolic associations inherited from other races and
civilizations, I shall try to show that poetry containing color
words is richer in association and so in stimulation and Inspir-'
atlon than that which is merely technically correct. The analo-
gy might be drawn of a cathedral architecturally perfect and
Intellectually inspiring on the outside, but more completely
beautiful within where its stained glass windows and altar deco-
rations add an emotional appeal.
The present problem of leisure, both leisure of cholc<i
and that enforced by economic conditions, is a challenge to in-
dividual morale. It offers also an opportunity for the type of
culture defined as "enlarged and clarified experience,"^ or as
1. Mable, Hamilton W. • Essays on Books and Culture - p. 158
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the development of an absorbing awareness of aesthetic and cre-
ative values. Any form of inspiration or expression which gives
the individual a finer appreciation and sensitivity to beauty
tends to increase hie morale by giving additional meaning to
life.
Such a premise may seem too broad for the single phase
of the significance of color in poetry, but when -an element can
contribute Increased stimulation and inspiration it may right-
fully claim its place in the larger pattern.
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PART I
THE RATIONALE OF COLOR

4CHAPTER I
From the Standpoint of Physics and Physiology
Physics ;
Our present age shows a predominance of that element
we call color. Indeed it has been said that we are in the
midst of a color renaissance.^ Whether or not this is actually
true, the fact that color is a vital element in our experience
Is substantiated by numerous scientific view points offering
theories and more or less sufficient data to explain and in
some respects establish laws of color-cause and effect.
Light, the source of all natural life-giving energy,
can be broken up into parts called rays, which in turn can be
measured and tabulated as constant wave-lengths, perceptible to
the human eye as colors. Such a breaking up of white light by
means of a prism is called ^dispersion'. Thus the colors are
: separated in their natural order and form the rainbow-colored
j light-band known as the spectrum,^ ranging from red, through
I
orange, yellow, green, blue, and Indigo to violet.
i
When light falls upon a surface, two reactions take
4place; absorption and reflection. A surface absorbing all the
rays is called "^lack". An even proportion of reflection and
absorption gives "grey".^ A surface which absorbs all the short
1. Rhodes, Hylda - The Psych, and Tradition of Color - p. 25
2. Culter, E.G. & peppher, S.C. - Modern Color - p. 14
3. Moullpled, A.T. de - The Quest for Color - pp. 7-8
4. ibid - p. 9 & Encyclopedia Brit. - vol .6 , -pp.55ff
.
|
5. Cutler. E.G. & Zeppher, S.C. - op. cit - p. 15
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wave lengths and reflects only the long rays appears "red”, and
|
> so on throughout the spectrum. This process is known as selec- i
i
tlve absorption and on It depend all the laws of color combina-
tion and scientific nomenclature. j
Light rays transmitted by direct radiation have, of
|
course, much greater power and intensity than those reflected
i
from an absorbing surface. When a light-ray is passed through
!
a medium such as tinted glass, the law of selective absorption i
I
holds true, and the rays transmitted as color are only those
not absorbed by the colored matter in the glass.
|
In the consideration of color-hues as commonly per-
i
celved, there has been much argument concerning the use of the
j
term "primary" colors. One author, well versed in the subject,
1
states that "primary colors are simply certain colors chosen
I
because, for one purpose or another, they are more Important
:
than other colors" .or. . ."are merely the colors of pigments I
which are early and widely available or of natural objects of
|
2 idistinct human importance..." He states further that red, yel4,
low, green, and blue are in no physical sense primary, nor are
they all primary in a psychological sense l.e. "simple" unmlxed
colors. True primary colors are red, blue, and yellow-green or
green-yellow.^ Complementary colors are those which mixed in
the right proportion give white or grey. Any other two colors
when mixed give a color midway between the two.
1. ibid - p. 27
2. Dunlap, Knight - "Color" - Amer. Merc. 21:333-36 *30, p.335
3. ibid
,
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6Physiology:
In any discussion of color, a physical analysis of
its elements merges naturally with the physiological aspect -
that of color perception.
It has been comprehensively stated that **the process
of vision Involves the physical cause, the physiological...
retinal process, and the psychological elements in the experi-
ence of sensation.”^ According to this formula, color (a dis-
tinct phase of vision) is due to light waves (etherlc vibra-
tions) which strike against the nerve endings in the retina of
the eye, and are transmitted to the brain which Interprets the
disturbance according to its intensity, as "color”.
Since color depends on light, the brighter the light,
the clearer the tone coloring; in other words, intensity and
place in the spectrum. Flowers of the most brilliant hues are
1
deadened in effect when seen by the brightest moonlight,
j
This Intensity of light explains, to some degree, the
color preferences of people in c ertain climates. Natives of
the tropics (India, Africa etc.) show a pronounced fondness for
gaudy colors, such as red and green combinations. Strong sun-
2light, however, harmonizes and draws these colors together.
The greyish light of England is more favorable to medium streng'
of color; Japan favors restrained color because of her misty at-
mosphere; China inclines to brilliant, clear colors, not, how-
ever, inharmonious. Scandinavians and Russians, under their
i
h
1. Luckiesh, M. - Color and its Application - p. 181
2. Carpenter, G.B. - SuKKestlons for the Study of Color - p. 78
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northern skies > crave strong colors because of lack of sunlight
Dark places require strong bright color for lighting
effect, as is evidenced by the wall decorations of ancient cave
dwellings, and by Egyptian murals. These brilliant colors
"turned heavy shadows into a rich bloom." Strong red, blue,
green, yellow, and white are beautiful in semi-darkness. Pom-
o
peian wall frescoes also were designed for reflected light.
Although to normal people under normal conditions, the
perception of color is dependent on light, this very perception
is an Intensely subjective and individual experience. The phen-
omenon is so personal that a complete identity of experience
cannot be proved or tabulated infallibly. The theory may be
universally accepted, however, that the majority of people have
the same or closely similar experiences under identical condi-
tions. Color preferences and meanings are matters of associatloilj.
1. ibid - p. 80
2. ibid - p. 82
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CHAPTER II
From the Standpoint of Psychology and Therapy
peychology t
As man has become conscious of his response to color,
he has felt an Increasing urge to understand this attraction
and to explain his preferences on an acceptable basis. Conse-
quently, he has turned from traditional theories and supersti-
tions to psychology and therapy In an attempt to formulate some
universal law of color appeal. Owing to the diversities of in-
dividual response, his hypotheses must necessarily be broad,
adaptable and open to amendment.
In considering the significance of color from the
standpoint of psychology, the student finds himself confronted
by three attitudes of approach; that of the Impressionable ex-
tremist who formulates Intriguing hypotheses based upon induc-
tive analogies pleasing to some preconceived Idea; that of the
factual conservative or textbook technician, who accepts only
theories sponsored by the established schools of thoiight In his
field; and that of the practical Idealist whose methods, while
based upon accepted theory, are broad enough to weigh developing
pros and cons without bias.
One cannot help being Impressed by experiment and per-
suasive salesmanship; and an Imaginative person finds himself
I

9drawn Into speculation by his own subjective response to tbls
mobile subject of color appeal and effect.
Any far-reaching scientific theory serves as authority
convenient for parasitic social affinities. Accordingly
^
the
theory of vibration Is claimed as sponsor for numerologists and
color '’magicians'* who adapt to their own purposes Just enough
scientific data to 'attract the layman. "Wear your dominant col-
or and attain success - all explained In our color system at
I ", has caught many a credulous mind.
Babbitt's Chromopathy^ as a panacea for all Ills drew
many adherents In Its time. Sunlight, to be sure, is llfe-glv-
2
Ing and has admitted therapeutic values, but the emphasis
placed upon the healing power of bits of colored paper or cloth
worn against the body or Inside the shoes savors of charlatanism
Benefit apparently derived from such a system Is more likely to
be due to psychological suggestion.
The clavllux, or color organ, attempts to establish a
I
isclentlflc relationship between musical tones and corresponding
I
colors.^ This hypothesis has claimed thoughtful, aesthetic at-
tention from the time of Aristotle to Thomas Wilfred of our own
day. It has been sponsored by such well known musicians as
Rimsky-Korsakoff
,
Scriabin, and Stokowski. In the plane of
physics, this relationship Is questionable because of the differ
ence In the character of visual and auditive vibrations.
1. Babbitt, E.D. - Wonders of Light and Color - p. 11 ff
2. y.S. Treas. Dept., Public Health Broadcast, Bulletin 3^9 -
Sunlight In the Care and prevention of Disease"- Wash. D.C.
3. Pierce, A.D. - "Color and Music", Amer. Merc. 23: 243-6 .Je'J^l,
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In the field of psychology this phenomenon is questionable and
remains a matter of individual response. This subjective color-
response to sound (Chromaesthesia) is a physical abnormality to<
easily Induced by suggestion, and too varied in its manifesta-
tion to be tabulated scientifically. Psychically, however, it
may prove within the reach of future investigation.^
In all these, as in other similar hypotheses, the
basic data are insufficient
,
and what truth there is often be-
comes overshadowed by popular glamor or commercialization.
Nevertheless, color preferences do exist and have beej
tested and tabulated. "Psychologists have established the fact
that people have a definite preference for certain colors and
that certain colors have an effect upon their mental and physi-
O
cal balance, and in some cases upon their health." Tests giv-
en to both school children and adults support the following
statements
.
From Grades III-VIII, a definite preference for orang<
,
red-violet, and blue in the order named was shown. "The defin-
ite preference for warm colors may be an indication of a tenden-
cy in children’s choices for color, but it also may be an indi-
cation of a physiological development in the process of seeing
color which takes place during the elementary school period."^
"According to Darwin... a child does not possess the
1. Luckies h7 M. - op. clt. - p. 313
2. Gale, A.V.N. - Children's Preferences for Color - foreword
3. ibid - p. 21
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ability of distinguishing colors until after It Is able to dis-
criminate most common objects correctly .. .Investigation Indl-
I
! cates that the normal child is unable to distinguish colors ac-
curately until nearly two years of age... It Is apparent that
I
he Is able to distinguish colors before he is able to name them.
Others have claimed that the child begins to appreciate colors
h1
as early as in the fifth month. Another writer states that
"until they are about ten, children's color sense Is either dor-
mant or restricted to bright 'mental' colors, for which young-
2
sters of all lands have a predilection.
!
"The trained mind... with a developed color sense, de-
mands either a concentration of color or many gradations that
combine In a subtle symphony of one tint. The massive but per-
fectly modulated brilliance of oriental tapestries Is typical
.of this complex color sense.
When the student comes to the explanation of the "emo-




A comparatively recent article by Knight Dunlap sup- i
i
ports the theory of color preference as based upon associative
meaning. He states definitely that such an appeal is founded
solely on Individual or group convention and training, which In
turn depend upon the availability of the materials and sources
of color. As civilization develops and more colors are evolved
1. Lucklesh, M. - The Language of Color - p. 53
2. Irwin, B. - The New Science of Color - p. 1?
3. Ibid - p. 18
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color preferences broaden and the traditional theories remain
I merely as associative ideas with gradually lessening Influence, '•
In analyzing the human response to color, it is not
difficult to see that meanings influenced by habits, training,
environment, and temperament are attached to it by an associa-
tive mental process, and result in the sensation of liking or
of actual dislike. Consequently, color varying in "hues, value,
and intensity, by its intrinsic qualities and the association o:[
ideas, excites certain definite thoughts and feelings in the hu"
man mind. It may be warm, cool, exciting, soothing, advancing,
Q
or retreating."
Artiste have originated a distinction between "warm"
and "cold" colors, based largely on association. As red, orang<
and yellow are the predominant colors of fire, they readily as-
sume the character of warmth; following this analogy, blue,
green, and violet with their suggestion of polar regions are
known as "cold" colors,^
In turning to the business world, we find that color
is a most Important factor in the production and sale of mer-
chandise. Color has been employed in factories for its psycho-
logical and therapeutic effects as well as a preventive measure,,
Certain "modern factory owners are not only keen, alert business
men, but sympathetic. Intelligent students of the health, both
1. Dunlap, K. - op. clt. - p. 335
2. pellkand, A.G. -"The Study of Color", Sch. Arts 28: l6,Sep. ' 2f
i
3. Pearson, R.M. - Experiencing Pictures - Ch. Ill
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mental and physical, of their employees.”^ By painting machin-
ery with definite, shadowless colors, eye-strain has been great*-
ly lessened, a pleasanter atmosphere induced, casualties due to
shadows from machinery have been eliminated, and output in-
creased substantially.
A revolution has taken place in modern business psychol--
ogy. Manufacturers are spending an increasing amount of money
on colored advertising, because they realize that color compels
the attention of the prospective purchaser and Insures a far
greater percentage of sales than the traditional black and
white advertising.^ According to reliable statistics obtained
from scientific measurement, the Increased sales percentage has
reached as high as eighty-five percent.^
Therapy :
Whereas sunlight has been used in the treatment of dis-
ease since the time of ancient Rome, and is widely advocated at
the present time, the use of color in this respect is still
largely an experimental process. Certain rays of the spectrum
in direct radiation do tan the skin, and actinic, “violet, and
ultra-violet rays are^ important for the activation of certain
useful substances in the blood... These are specific, determin-
able effects not dependent on association or on pleasingness
,
1. "Color on Machinery” - Painters Magazine: Je. 1931 - pp.8-10
2. Rexford, 0. - “How to Make Color Work for You"- p. 4
3. Gilbert, H.N. - An Experiment with'Colored’. . .Adv. - p. 53
4. Public Health Bulletin - op. cit.
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Equally specific emotional effects from other colors of the
spectrum are, however, assumed. Laboratory experiments testing
"various color therapies, evolved to work upon the emotions of
the patient by the hue of his surroundings have seemed to work
j
in a few cases, but have broken down In wider application."^
This may be due to the difference In the associative background*!
of the Individuals tested. Recent experiments toward the detect-
tlon of crime Include the "mlrror-confesslon-chamber" . The sus-
pect sits In the center; as he Is questioned the lights Inside
the chamber are gradually changed to a greenish tinge, which ap*'
pears to the suspect like the pallor of fear, a betrayal of his
p
secret.
It is Interesting to note that since the World War, t4b
tradition of white as inseparable from the idea and practice o f
sanitation In our hospitals and restaurants has slowly given
place to softer tints and more cheerful shades of color. "Au-
thorities learned that bad reactions mentally, came from large
expanses of white.
One of the facts accepted by all who work with the so-
called Insane... or with all Intensely, over-developed nervous
people Is that red Is a stlmulant-^^and should be entirely elimin-
ated from Insane asylums. On the other hand, chronic-desponden-
cy, depression, reacts favorably to red as a cheering Influence
1. Dunlap, K. - op. cit. - p. 33^
2. Robinson, H.M. - "Science Gets the Confession", Forum - Ja.
3« Hodges, M. - Life Interpreted thru Color - pp. 30-31
4. Rexford, 0. - op. cit. - pp. 28-29
5« Experiments on animals do not entirely bear out this Idea.
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^Tbe Sraithsonian Institute, Sir Oliver Lodge, heads of
hospitals in France and England as well as physicians in other
parts of Europe, the X-ray and Violet-ray experimenters in this
country. Dr, Alfred Hess of New York City, and a group of men
at Harvard and the University of Maine, all agree... that color
...can be used for healing many conditions that have hitherto
been baffling to the medical world.
In the light of modern interest in color, and progres--
'slve scientific investigation along this line, the significance
of color as a vital factor in human experience must be admitted.
The problem is primarily psychological, and as such, lends it-
self to Immeasurable future developments.
The foregoing presentation and discussion of scientif-
ic theories regarding color, its perception and effect, may be
Justified by the psychological theory that it is Impossible for
a person to have images of sights... which he has never experi-
! 2
'enced as direct sense stimuli. One who has actually seen and
reacted to a color will have a clearer perception of it, and
will be more likely to recall such an experience and form a
clear concept when it is suggested to him by its word-symbol.
In other words, present thinking depends upon past experience
I
and is interpreted by it in imagery and ideas expressed most
frequently by words. ^ Concrete imagery and verbal Imagery
1. Hodges, M. - op. cit. - pp. 30-31
2. Betts, G.H. - The Mind and Its Education - p, 12?
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Isupplement each other^ and are meaningful to the user (or read-
er) according to his own associative experience.
I
Since it is admittedly true that “language stands as
a symbol not for objects and images alone, but for meanings as
well*'? since “the only safe evidence of the presence of imagery
in any mental process is direct introspective evidence”^ and
4
since “mental Imagery can never be precisely repeated”, scien-
itiflc accuracy of measurement cannot be infallibly assured, but
depends, as has been said, both upon the background of the in-
dividual and upon his ability in voluntary visual recall.
Although complete identity of experience cannot be
proved or tabulated infallibly, nevertheless, the theory may be
universally accepted that the majority of normal people have
similar experiences (of association and recall) under Identical
conditions of word stimuli.
Note: It should be stated, in regard to the authorities
quoted above ( throughout this chapter)
,
that not all
are of equally authoritative standing in their field.
Such men as George Herbert Betts . Knight Dunlap and
Edward B. Titchener may be considered excellent author-
ities; others mentioned have but a secondary standing.
1. McClusky, F.D. - Basic Values in Visual-Sens. Instruc. - p.66
2. Betts, G.H. - Dlstrib. and Func. of Mental Imagery - p. 8
3. ibid - p. 7
4. ibid - p. 5
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From the Standpoint of Symbology and Literary Usage
Racial symbolism ;
"The Chinese have an old saying that one picture Is
worth ten thousand words"} and, likewise, one visual Image may
carry with It many traditional as well as naturally associative
meanings
.
Since earliest antiquity, man has tried to express
and explain his response to color, and has accordingly built up
a lore of symbolical meanings woven throughout his religion and
folk lore. Since vestiges of these traditions have persisted
In religious thought and practice. In heraldry, and In racial
literature, even to the present day, a brief resumA of the orl-
pgin and development of color symbolism Is of Interest.
Color was one of the earliest modes of transmitting
thought and of preserving memory. In remote antiquity before
the use of letters, colors themselves and then colored drawings
or pictures constituted the recorded language of the people.^
!"In the Middle Agee, during the decline of literature and long
I
afterward from Its slow revival, colors were evidence of
1. Ranck, E. - "Leisure Hours", Sch. Arts Mag. 28:48, Sept. '28
2. See Color-Chart In Appendix of this thesis
3. Portal, F. - "Symbolic Colours In Antiquity .. .Modern Tlmes"-
see Quarterly Papers on Arch. - John Weale, vol.ll, Introd.

II
traditions .. .the 'signs of the times I*... In ancient Egypt the
same hieroglyph, in Greece the same word was synonymous for
both writing and painting."^
One learned authority has stated that colors had the
o
same significance amongst all the nations of remote antiquityj
thus indicating a correlative interpretation and possibly a com*-
mon origin. This language of colors, intimately connected with
religion and the decorative arts, has been traced hypothetically
from the ancient country of Mu, motherland of the colonies, At-
lantis, Egypt, Mexico, etc.| and more authoritatively from In-
dia and China to Egypt, then to Greece and Rome, to Northern
Asia, Europe and Mexico.^ In the Middle Ages it reappeared in
Europe, "so that the great stained glass windows in Gothic ca-
thedrals find their explanation in the books of the Zends, the
Vedas and the paintings in Egyptian temples.”^
I
For centuries, the colors used for all decorative
purposes were so closely bound by religious dictates that any
I change in usage was considered heresy and punished as such.^
I
I
Through the Middle Ages and even to the present time, in Her-
aldry, Masonry, and liturgical iconography, the colors used havn
I a double significance; the exoteric or apparent and the esoteriis
or mystical symbolical meaning. Such a powerful Influence
T"! ibid - p. 6
1
2. ibid - p. 1
3» Churchward, J. - The Sacred Symbols of Mu.
I
4. Portal, F. - op. clt. - pp. 2-3 (vol. 11)
5. ibid - p. 1
6. ibid - p. 6
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neceesarlly left its mark upon the mythology and folk lore
which, as it was handed down, became the literature of the
race.
The rule of opposition or dualism, common to all sym-
bols including the language of colors, attributes to them the
signification opposed to that which they possess directly, i.e.
the polar opposites of light and darkness, of good and evil.^
In fact, the ancients admitted but two primary colors, white
p
and black, from which all others were derived.^ Later, red was
admitted as a phase of light (fire), and was followed by yellow
(sunlight), blue (aether, sky, water), and green (vegetation).
Thus we find the significant Triad of red, yellow, and blue
common to Egypt and Greece, the Christian and Druidic Triad of
red, blue, and green with attendant yellow or golden aureole,
and the Persian Triad of red, gold, and white.
^ (See Note.)
The rainbow with its seven prismatic colors has been
universally recognized by all races and religions as a manifes-
tation of Deity or the Holy Word. Such recognition extends froi
Isis with her prismed veil to the Urim and Thuramim of Aaron's
Jewelled breastplate, from the rainbow scarf of Iris, messenger
of the Greek gods, to the Maypole of today, and from the seven-
stringed Irish harp to the color-organs of more recent times.
1. ibid - p. 11
2. ibid - p. 4
3. ibid - p. 9
Sargent, W. - The Enjoyment and Use of Color - p. 184
Note: The following statements concerning color symbolism may b<
found in the 24 sources listed in the Reference Key to
the Color-Chart - see Appendix to this thesis.
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Predominant throughout all religions is the worship
of a Supreme Being, a God of gods, directly or indirectly sym-
bolized by the sun (Son), the source of light (good, truth).
In ancient times the sun’s light was represented as golden or
yellow rather than white, hence this color symbolizes first
1
(as golden) the revelation of deity and of spiritually-inspired
faith; second (as yellow) the stimulation of intellect, the man-'
I
I
Ifestation of the revelation of deity; and third (in its oppo-
|
site or depraved sense) Inconstancy, deceit, jealousy, shame.
|
Tracing this golden or yellow symbolism through the I:
different races we find the story of the Golden Egg in the myth-;
ology of India, Egypt, Phoenicia, Japan, the South Sea Islands,
y
and parts of Europe. The Golden Ass of Apulelus, the Roman ;;
!
iphllosopher; the Golden Calf, and the golden Gates of Heaven de-'i
I
''
'scribed in the Bible; the Golden Apples, Thread, Fleece of Greefcj
I
I
mythology; the Golden Dragon of China; the Golden Serpent of ji
1
1
Mexico; the yellow robes of Vishnu and Buddha; the golden hair
of Greek heroes and heroines and of the princes and princesses ll
1
i'
of Scandinavian fairy tales: these are a few of the symbols
illustrating the divinity and spiritual wisdom and devotion rep-
resented in racial literature, in Masonry, Heraldry (as "Or”), '
i
and in present day liturgical Iconography.
Orange , so-called, is a comparatively modern color, ai-
though mention of It’i^found under the name ”saffron" or "flame”
( flammeum) in Roman literature, and as Yin, the earth principle,




(gules and or) signified adultery avenged; In liturgy, the un-
ion of man to God; In Theosophy, heart meeting mind resulting
in physical and Intellectual stimulation which takes form In
either kindliness or overweening ambition.
Red , with shades ranging from pink or rose color to
scarlet, crimson, and "Tyrian” purple, was the outstanding
color mentioned In early racial language and the most popular,
especially in tropical countries. Universally, Its effect Is
physically stimulating and quickening; hence It symbolizes en-
ergy, creative power, courage, passion. Its dualism is strong-
ly Indicated as In sunrise or sunset, the glow of health or the
heat of fever, love or passion, life or death, according to the
symbolical context or shade.
Rose color (deep pink, or red mixed with white) Is
widely recognized as a rarlfied "love-color", divine wisdom,
the Holy Word received by man. etc. The Isle of Rhodes (Roses)
was the appointed place of Initiation for the ancient Greek
Mysteries, and was said to be the Island where Minerva was bom
In a shower of gold. The rose was held to be the earliest flow
er of Love, and In sacred paintings, Cupids are depicted as
dropping roses upon the saint or savior.
Scarlet red has long been a martial color. It was
adopted by the soldiery of ancient Mu, by the Assyrian army
as their fiery ensign, and later, by the Romans. The Greek
warriors wore red frontlets and bore a red ensign, and the
European soldiery of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
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flaunted it in their military uniforms. Mars was painted red
In Greek murals; actors of the Iliad wore red robes, and Aga-
memnon is depicted as pacing a purple (scarlet) carpet. As
health talismans, red gems such as garnets, rubies, carnelians
and coral were worn In India, China, Japan, Persia, Palestine,
Greece and Italy. Red was a symbol of life and happiness In
China, Japan, Egypt and ancient Palestine, and may be found In
the Jester’s costume of medieval times.
In Its opposite meaning, of death, we find Siva, the
red destroyer (India), the red Horse of the Apocalyptical Four,
the Red Dragon of Revelation, and the red costume of medieval
executioners
.
Love, both human and divine, has Its significant
I
{shades and always embodies the Idea of quickening, as shown In
A' A
the rosy Camadeva ( Indian Cupid in fish form)
,
In the tiny pink
or red cherubim In medieval cathedral windows. In the bright
scarlet of the ’’happiness Eggs” of Chinese children, and In the
scarlet chitons of Greek belles.
Throughout religious portrayals and ritual, this color
Is predominant as a symbol of the deity’s love for man, rousing
In In him the courage to oppose the power of evil (also red).
Christmas decorations of today combine the red of divine love
(or rebirth of the sun - Son) with the green of immortality.
Heraldry gives to red the name ’’gules" symbolizing
ardent love toward God and one’s neighbor, spiritual virtue or
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by this color the ordeals of Initiation. Theosophy dlscrimln-
1
' ates between different shades of red; henna (reddish brown) rep*
resents the dense, material level; cerise, the astral atomic
level; and crlmsor; that of pure love.
Purple, anciently, any color between red and blue,
was more often a scarlet than the somewhat more fixed color
known by that name today. The Tyrian purple dye used for roy-
alty in early times came from a species of shellfish, some of
which were definitely scarlet, and others a duller red with a
bluish tinge. Because it was difficult to procure, and so,
costly and limited to royal use, it became symbolic of majesty,
of pomp, pride, and then of tragedy and royal mourning. Egyp-
tian, Phoenician, Greek, Roman, and English sovereigns were
robed in purple.
The robes of Aaron, those of the priests of the Eleu-
sinlan Mysteries, and the hangings in Roman temples were purple<
The Church of Rome, under its divine right of kingship, also a-
dopted this color for her dignitaries, and medieval paintings
and cathedral windows thus symbolize divine royalty in martyr-
dom or contemplation.
Heraldry has its "pourpre" (azure and gules). Theoso*
phy gives it the highest vibrational color-level, that of medi-
tation and aspiration.
Violet (even mixture of red and blue) colored the man-
ties of both Apollo and Jesus, and symbolized identification
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same significance violet amulets were placed in Egyptian tombs.
As a mourning color it symbolizes resurrection to eternity.
i
Goethe has said that blue Induces both excitement and
i repose,^ both stimulation of spirit and rest of body. Univer-
sally, it has stood for fidelity, constancy, truth, cosmic ser-
enity, and transcendent emotion. Its opposite pole suggests
coldness, and in darker shades (indigo) which are mixed with
black, sadness and depression.
As a color of mourning, however, it represents the
Joy of the released soul; this has been its meaning in Chaldea,
Egypt, China, Mexico, and Turkey. Blue is frequently mentioned
in Hellenic, Isldlan, Ionian, and Yonlan myths.
As a symbol of deity, blue is almost universal in its
usage. Egyptian, Greek, Buddhist, Mohammedan, and Christian
religions have all clothed their priests and representations of
deity in this color of truth and regeneration. The tourquolse
and lapis lazuli of the Egyptians and the sapphire in the breastj
plate of Aaron symbolize this worship of deity. Blue is associ-
ated with the- sea, "mare”; with Mary,”Our Lady5f with Maya - the
great deep, Marlama and Narayan - the sea and the gods. It
stands for the Great Mother, the female principle, creative fe-
male deity, the sky above and the sea beneath.
Heraldry symbolizes regeneration by its "azure". It
is a feminine tincture and represents chastity, loyalty, and
good repute (as in England's famous motto "True Blue Forever").
Azure has served as color medium for the Egyptian scarab, and
1. Bernstein, M. - Colour and Art in Daily Life - p. 63
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as background for the French fleur de 11s, the Bourbon Lilies,
and for the bees of Charlemagne and Napoleon; all these were
of common origin. Theosophy discriminates between different
shades: tourquolse blue is physically recuperative; royal blue
is mentally recuperative; pale blue is spiritually sedative and
azure is spiritually stimulating.
Green , deep blue, and black were anciently confounded
and their significance was to some degree Interchangeable. This
may have been due to the fact that vegetation of both earth and
sea, although green when alive, turns black with death and de-
cay.
Universally, this color symbolized new life, hope,
renewal, fertility, growth, refreshment, peace, relaxation,
charity, and, in darker shades, (as in evergreens), permanence
and immortality. Its opposite meaning seems to signify ignor-
ance, inexperience, decomposition, rank tropical growth hostile
to man, envy, folly, and moral degradation.
Egyptians, Phoenicians, Chinese, East Indians, Per-
sians, Arabs, Mohammedans, Greeks, Roman, Druids, Scandinavians
Celts, Aztecs, and North American Indians all gave to green the
meaning of rebirth and reproduction.
Both Satan and Minerva are depicted as green-eyed
and represent the opposite meanings. Folly and wisdom. Many
female deities wear this color: the Virgin Mary, Isis, Minerva,
and the Phldlan Venus (the patron deity of Ireland represented
by the female figure impaled upon the front of the seven-
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Heraldry represents love, joy, abundance by its fem-
!
inine tincture "vert’’ or “sinople**. Theosophy assigns the col-
or to its mental level of Arupa, and gives to the different
shades their respective meanings of physical and mental seda-
tive, and spiritual recuperative and stimulating effects.
Brown , only recently known as such, was anciently rep-
I
resented as the combined effect of red and green ( Indian and
Christlanj) and red and black (Egyptian) . Its meaning ranged from
patience and receptive passivity to death, decay, and complete
lack of spirituality. The ’’pale" horse of the Apocalypse,
Death, is said to be brown or dun color; the red and green gi-
ants threatening Krishna are death-dealing (India), and the de-
vil in old Christian manuscripts and paintings is depicted with
a brown complexion, a red beard and a green tunic.
Only English Heraldry combined gules (red) and sable
(black). Theosophy considers any manifestation of this color
an indication of lack of spirituality and an unprogressive
nature.
Grey (the mixture of any two complementary colors, or
the union of white and black) is either restful and quieting or
sad, depressing, and even slanderous. Medieval usage gave to
it the significance of terrestrial death and spiritual Immortal"
Ity, the resurrection of the body; and the robes of the Grey
Friars symbolized Christ risen, alive, and still working for
those on earth. Theosophy credits it with tact and diplomacy.
I
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or with deceit, envy, suspicion, according to its shade.
Black (the negation or absorption of all colors) has
I
held universally a contrary signification, of annihilation, evi!.
Ignorance and death. Less commonly, and from a strictly religl.-
ous point of view comes the meaning of beneficence, silence,
revelation, initiation, and the womb, the absolute. For this
reason, Egyptian and Greek initiations for their Mysteries were
held at night and the initiate was given a black rose as a sym-
bol of sacred, secret revelation. The Persian Sufi School of
Black was profoundly mystical and embodied the study and wor-
ship of God and His Wisdom. Krishna and the black Buddha (In-
dia), the Black Diana of Ephesus (Greece), Kneph (Egypt), Sat-
urn, Hecate, Pluto, Memnon and Osiris among others were or wore
black. Misuse of sacred, secret knowledge brought the adverse
meaning of the name "black magic" with its attendant phraseolo-
gy signifying bad luck, misfortune, etc. The black horse of th<i
Apocalypse symbolizes falsehood.
The very stigma still prevalent against the Ethiopian
or socalled "black" race dates back to the pre-solar (lunar)
period of time when the Motherhood of Deity was all powerful
and the Fatherhood had not been Inaugurated. Thus, being born
of the Black Mother of the universe, they were thought to have
no souls.
Black, as mourning, has its origin in Roman times and
carries the signification of sorrow, self-abnegation, woe. In
Europe the triple mourning consists of a progression from black
1
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Heraldry endows its "sable" with the signification of
prudence, wisdom, constancy in adversity and woe. Theosophy
I
gives it the dual meanings of revelation and hatred or malice
(the result of its misuse.).
In recent times science has convinced us that white
is a more unifying color than yellow. For this reason, it is
now given many of the symbolical qualities of the divine golden
color. Aside from this, however, white has always represented
innocence, purity, triumph of goodness, supreme divine power,
the power of the sun over darkness, light. In opposite connota-
tion we find the meaning of cowardice ("white feather"), hypoc-
risy ("whited sepulchre"), blankness.
The priests of Osiris, Zeus, the ministers of Brahma,
and the Druids, all wore white robes. The Samarthian and Budd-
hist Lama or "light-bom" found a counterpart in Pallas of Troy,
i
Athena of Athene, Minerva of Rome, Phoebus Apollo, and Jesus of
the Christians (Light of the World). The Greek Hera carried a
white lily, as did the Virgin Mary. The expected return of many
Messiahs has been symbolized thus, as Vishnu, Mohammed, and
Christ on their white horses, Buddha on his white elephant, and
Brahma dwelling in the heart of a white (silver) rose in Para-
dise, Redemption is particularly represented by white robes
(Revelation), white stones (Revelation and Irish "coffin or God-
stones"), white hair (Christ), or a white rose (monastic wisdom
and renunciation of the world)
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Tlie medieval Knights Templars, Knights of Rhodes, and
of Malta wore colored Insignia upon white tunics. The White
Rose of the English House of York, and the white panels in the
Round Table of King Arthur had a sacred meaning.
Heraldry represented it in the color "argent” (silver]
symbolizing purity. Innocence, chastity, highest aspiration to-
ward truth, attainment. Theosophy calls it the last and highesi;






Racial literature ; Poetry ;
I
Time and modern science have done much toward lessen-
ing the Influence of these color-traditions, but all through
racial literature their use has been in some degree persistent-
I
ly symbolic as well as decorative.
.
English translations of the descriptive poetry of
I
other races are not always dependable in their color interpreta--
jtions, because of differences in the respective color-vocabular->
lies. Where a noun is given, such as "sky”, and a condition is
I
implied, such as "fair weather", the translator often supplies
'a word for the color indicated, as azure or blue. Further com-
jplexlty arises from the fact that people of "normal" vision fre-
I
quently differ in naming a shade; a certain color may appear
blue to one and violet to another. The one term "red" is fre-
quently used to indicate colors ranging from crimson to orange,
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of red and blue, including crimson and violet.
**Some peoples applied the same name to quite differ-
ent colors because of their belonging to a common object. Thus
the Greeks of Homer's time had apparently but one word for greej:^
and blue, and that word was derived from one of their terms for
p
the ocean.” The scarcity of color-words in the vocabulary of
Homer does not, however, indicate a defective or undeveloped
color-sense, as some writers have supposed.^ "The absence of a
name for a sensory quality does not point to the absence of the
quality" (Woodworth) - it is likely that a color name is intro-
duced into a language only when it is necessary or sufficiently
significant. Since the Greeks of that time excelled in sculp-
ture, it is possible that their color-words were few in number,
on account of their predominant emphasis upon form and propor-
tion.
j
Despite the cultural development of Augustan Rome,
!
I the Latin poets were surprisingly limited in their color terms. '
Vergil used a bare dozen colors of which the greater number
were shades of red. Horace, Ovid and Catullus used only a few
more, and "pllny the Elder, cultured man of the world and eager
observer, found himself embarrassingly limited in descriptive
••4terms." Later, however, during the decadent period of Roman
literature, Statius and medieval imitators of Ovid were found
1. Dunlap, Knight - The Elements of Scientific Psychology -p.57
2. ibid
3. ibid
4. Stewart, G.R. - "Color in Science and Poetry" - Sci.Mthly -
30:71-78, Ja. '30
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to be far more colorful than Horace or Vergil, in the vain at-
tempt to make up for their lack of imagination.^
In spite of the difficulties involved in translation,
;
English versions of certain classics show evidence of color-
feeling and suggestive terms, accurately or approximately inter-
preted.
The Egyptian Book of the Dead contains poetry rich in
color symbolism, as may !±)e seen from the following brief quota- i
tion.
’‘Thy hair is like turquoise
as thou comest from the Fields of Turquoise;
Thy skin and body are like southern alabaster
and thy bones are of silver;
The perfume of thy hair is like new myrrh
and thy skull is of lapis lazuli.” P(symbolizing union with Eternal Truth)
^
Translations of the Hebrew Scriptures include red,
blue, green, purple, hyacinth, scarlet, amber, gold in actual
color terms, and others suggested by precious stones. In the
lOdes of Solomon, dating from the first century, we find a de-
r
iscrlptlon of the bridegroom.
I
I
”...hie hands are as gold rings set with the beryl;
His belly is as bright ivory overlaid with sapphires
His legs are as pillars of marble set upon sockets
of fine gold.”
(Songs of Solomon: 5: 1^-15)
One authority (Geiger) states that the ten books of
1
the Rlgveda Hymns of India frequently mention the earth, but do
not bestow upon it the epithet ’’green”, although such is
1. ibid
2, Conroy, E. - The Symbolism of Color - p. 30
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Ievidently implied by the passages.
1
Mohammed's dream of his many colored costumes in Para4
I
idlse is described in the Koran.
In the Kalevala, epic of the Finns, Ilmater, daughter
of Creation is described as wearing a blue cap, and as rising
in golden beauty, and Walnomolnem sails over the "blue back of
the waters" till he "gains the purple coloured harbor" of the
2
next world.
Ancient Chinese poetry stands as a record of events
as well as of contemplation, since poet and philosopher were
ever ranked above the warrior or statesman. Some of it has been
preserved and carefully translated. (It has had an Influence
upon modern English poetry, notable perhaps in the Imaglst type
of verse which, too often, has imitated the colorful Imagery
without its symbolism.) From the Tang Dynasty (6th - 7th cen-
tury) comes a representative fragment. ^
"a long path of pine and cypress led to the temple.
Its white walls and purple pillars shone, and the
vivid color
Of gods and devils filled the place with patterns
of red and blue." - Han Yix
32
"Here among men are the Purple Hills". - Han Hung
Development of color-words in English Poetry :
The development of color-words in the English language
1. Lucklesh, M. - The Language of Color - p. 17
2. Conroy, E. - op. cit. - p. 38
3. Bynner, W. - The Jade Mountain - p. 32 (See red, blue and
purple of divinity. Purple Hills - Heaven.)
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Itself dates from the barely colored and conventional phrases
of Old English to the enlarged color-vocabulary of the present
1
day, distinguishing more than one hundred different shades,
”The Old English mind was evidently fixed on something else,”^
There were few words for color, but many for light and darkness,
1
1 used with a symbolic connotation. G-reen occurs frequently; red
I p
land yellow also are found in Old English religious poetry.^
Beowulf, which is almost Homeric in life vividness, is almost
destitute of color, although it has a ’’vigor of conception and
depth of feeling that amply compensate for the lack of superfic-
ial glitter,”^
i
After the Norman Conquest, the Influence of French
poetry is evident as English poets acquired a new apprehension
and consequent ability in the expression of imaginative imagery.
In the English and Scottish ballads, ”no single ele-
ment, apart from mere metrical form is more persistent ... than
that of colour... an essential part of the structure. .. and suffi-
ciently significant to secure its continued preservation. .. and
h
continuity in traditional colouring.” Their color range in-
cludes red (most frequent and varied), green (extraordinarily
frequent and a favorite color for clothing of both men and
women), white, black, blue, purple, gray, brown, and gold or
>
1. Meade, w.E. - Colour in Old English Poetry - p. 173
2. Meade, W.E. - Colour in the Eng. & Scottish Ballads - p. 8
3. Meade, W.E. - Colour in Old English Poetry - p. 173
4. Meade, W.E. - Colour in the Eng. & Scottish Ballads - pp.321f
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gilded (also frequent). Emphasis is gained by repetition, i.e.
“red red rose", by comparisons "skin as white as lilly-flower"
,
by the use of so, "sae white", and by compounds such as "milk-
white", "blood-red", "nut-brown" etc.
Compared with Old English poetry, the ballads are re-
markably free from words used merely symbolically. A more defi
nitely related and literal impression seems to be Intended. Cer
I tain colors such as orange, indigo, vermilion, and violet are
not found in the ballads.^
Chaucer was considered the pioneering colorist of his
time when he added to the usual color range of white, rede,
blew, yellowe, greerv and silver, the new terms azure, sunnlsh,
2
citron, rosy, ruddy, and orange. His descriptions of nature
foreshadowed the Romantic moveipent of four centuries later.
The Elizabethan poetry was a natural product of a
colorful age. Its color vocabulary was distinctly a human one
and abounded in reds, whites, and blacks. "It contained nearly
j
all the root-words for color that are found in English poetry
up to the beginning of the nineteenth century .. .and has passed
them on almost undiminished into modern verse...
Spenser and Shakespeare made compounds by prefixing
to the staple color adjectives the name of some object or mater-
ial whose color was steady and therefore helped to make more
1. ibid - p. 8
2. Stewart, G.R. - op. clt. - p. 72
3. Pratt, A.E. - The Use of Color in the Verse of the English
Romantic poets - pp. 90-94
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definite the adjective itself; as ” rose-red”, "snow-white” ,etci
Both Spenser's and Shakespeare's coloring was on a human scale:
those colors connected with man and his problems. The reader's
imagination cooperates with Spenser's color-hinting to produce
a brilliant color effect. After Shakespeare's time interest in
color waned, but a similar technique is found later in Swin-
burne's poetry.
"With Milton, color-emphasis shifted from man to na-
ture... he has less red and white... but more green, blue, and
2
grey.” Although Milton has fewer color terms than Chaucer, he
usee them sparingly and effectively. The colors in his verse
(more frequent in his earlier poetry) are distinctly beautiful
and include amber, blue, carnation, dun, gold, sapphire, sable,
etc.^
Pope, who used color words in his early pastoral
poems, discarded them almost entirely in hie satirical verse.
i Thomson, in his use of color, forms a link between
I
Chaucer and Keats; he was a forerunner of the Romantic poets on
I
the nature side. He reflects in his verse some of the contem-
^porary scientific study of chromatics, and names in order the
4
rainbow hues as classified by the physicists.
Gray's color vocabulary is small but lavishly used in
his 1300 lines of verse.
1. Stewart, G.R. - op. clt. p. 7
2. Pratt, A.E. - op. clt. - p. 11
3. ibid - p. 11
4. ibid - p. 94
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Goldsmith is strikingly meagre as a colorist and
I
marks the lowest point of ebb in the eighteenth century.
!
Cowper also has a small color-average,
I
Scott, however, with an extensive and well-balanced
color vocabulary, gave marked Impetus to the Romantic movement,
the second great color-wave in English poetry.^
I
The color sense of this period was highly developed
and less connotative and suggestive than that of the Elizabeth-
p
ans.'^ It shows two centres of Interest and two fields of color
treatment, man and nature. The shades and tints are numerous, i
discriminative and aesthetic instead of intensive or dramatic,^
Wordsworth, the least lavish of the Romantics, nearly
I
doubles the color of Shakespeare. Even so, color was to Words-
worth only one medluvn.of expression and not the highest.
Coleridge has a high color-average, and Byron, especl-'
ally so.
Shelley’s coloring is emotional and -in a constant
state of change. It is Imaginatively true, but subtle rather
than realistic. Aerial, ideal, transmuting, changing, it was
the essential quality in all living things and expresses beauty
as an ultimate goal.^
Keats has been said to combine Spenser's wealth of
1. ibid - p. 95
I
2. Stewart, G.H. - op. clt. p. 72
j
3. Pratt, A.E. - op, clt. - p. 92
4. ibid
- p. 96
5. ibid - p. 45

Isuggestion with Shelley's delicacy,^ His use of color words Is
both actual and suggestive. His harmonizing of tints is as dis-’
criminating as that of a painter. His knowledge of heraldic
symbolism is evident in the mythological use of color in "Hyper-
ion" and in "The Eve of St. Agnes" among others. His objects
1
I
are more concrete than are those of Shelley, and his coloring is
I
more opaque, more solid, though never artificial. In actual
vocabulary he rates below Shakespeare, Scott and Byron, but "in
wealth of color he stands without a peer."^
Tennyson and Browning, with their wide perception and
delicate accuracy of coloring as well as conventional dignity of
i
expression, provide a platform of departure for Rossetti and '
'Swinburne with their "pre-Raphaellte" convictions of experlmen-
|tatlon based on sincerity of concept and fidelity in symbolism.
With them began the present wave of color renaissance \
evident in the extreme pictorial or Impressionistic verse of the
Imaglsts and Symbolists, given Interrupted Impetus by the World i{
i
War and new balance by its depressing aftermath.
As a group the poets of the second quarter of the
twentieth century show to some extent a greater sense of balance
I
in their experimentation with both thought and form of expres-
sion. The extreme "left" may be represented by Ezra Pound ( Ima-
glstic Vortlclst)
,
e.e. cummings (typographical fanatic), Ger-
trude Stein (priestess of the stream of hidden consciousness)
,
1. Pratt, A.E. - op. clt - p. 78
2. ibid - p. 87
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and T.S. Eliot (nomad froqi the wasteland); the extreme "right”
(though not 80 extreme at that) by Robert Hlllyer and Edward
Davieon.
I have chosen for especial consideration three poets
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CHAPTER I
Tlie ceramic Artistry of Amy Lowell
In this day of intricate psychological analysis, it
I
I
is customary to trace personal idiosyncracies and their respec-
j
tive or aggregate expression in the creative work: of an author.
I If that author is a poet, the popular mind, influenced by cer-
! tain misconceptions of fitness, expects either a more or less
ethereal superman or an abnormal creature easily recognizable
,
and satisfyingly caricatured,
Amy Lowell fully realized this attitude and deter-
I
mined to utilize it in furthering her determination to succeed
I
both as a poet in her own right and as an exponent of the Ima-
gist movement in verse writing. Following the idea that if a
little is good, a lot will be better, she did her utmost to
shock the public into recognition and acceptance of her personaJ.
and party views. Consequently, her poetry is extreme and often
blatant, particularly in its medium of color-words. Such an
Intense concentration on surface coloring and eccentric form
naturally lessens any deeper, emotional appeal and gives a
ceramic or brilliantly enamelled effect, not unlike that of a
barbaric ornament created for its own display rather than as a
foil for a more subtle beauty.
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IMiss Lowell, as a person of prominence in both social
and literary circles, found herself at the mercy of popular
criticism, and being of an indomitable disposition, determined
j
I
to turn even her liabilities into assets. As a young girl, she
was sensitive about her personal appearance, and in contrast to
the willowy graces of her schoolmates, her stocky figure and
self-conscious, brusque manner gave rise to odious comparisons.
To cover her inward hurt, she cultivated a protective crust and
an independent Indifference which later developed into a domin-
eering trait. Caught in such a vicious circle, she was unable
to give expression to her inner nature which was. Intensely
beauty-loving and eager for creative experience. Her vivid
imagination, therefore, created for her a world of grace and
strength and color where she could, at will, play the part of
either lover. Contact with the Imagistes in London supplied
the key to future possibilities and the direct incentive and
channel for creative experimentation.^ Her masculine appear-
ance now became her hail mark, and she did not hesitate to let
it be known that strong tobacco and strange nocturnal working
hours were hers by definite choice. No one need ever pity her
again; her word should set the model
The tenets of the Imagistes suited her purposes, and
her verse became synthetic and at times obviously patterned in
her effort to employ always the exact word, to use the language
!• Wood, Clement - Amy Lowell - p. 16
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1 of common epeecti, to present a detailed image, hard, clear and
. condensed.^ In fact, in the preface to one of her particularly
)
brilliant collections of poems, she says:
i ’’In these poems, I have endeavored to give the color,
and light, and shade, of certain places and hours, stressing
the purely pictorial effect, and with little or no reference to i
any other aspect of the places described, . .unrelated beauty, thn
beauty which captivates the sensuous sense of seeing.
Although her color effects often seem bizarre and too closely
superimposed, it should be remembered that it is the privilege
of the artist to concentrate upon certain details to the exclu-
sion of others which do not contribute to the desired effect.
Such concentration and pictorial relief are evident in the fol-
lowing poems.
Study in Whites ^





Polished in cream surfaces
By constant sweeping.
The big room is colored like the petals
Of a great magnolia.
And has a patina
Of flower bloom
Chairs are ranged in rows
Like sepia seeds
Waiting fulfillment
Vitreous-white of glasses with green reflectlonM
Ice-green carboys, shifting - greener, bluer -
with the Jar of moving water.
1. Perry, Bliss - The Study of poetry - p. 87
2. Lowell, Amy - Men, Women and Ghosts - preface x
3. ibid - p. 351
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The flat yellow lights of oranges,
The cube-red splashes of apples,
i 42
A spoon falls upon the floor with the impact
of metal striking stone.
And the sound throws across the room
Sharp, invisible zigzags
Of silver.
From - The Cremona Violin
A pastel city on a purple ground
picked out with luminous paint, it seemed, the cloud
Split on an edge of lightning, and a sound
Of rivers full and rushing boomed through bowed
Tossed, hissing branches •••
From - Towns in Colour
I
Red slippers in a shop-window, and outside in the street,
flaws of grey, windy sleetl
The row of white, sparkling shop fronts is gashed and
bleeding, it bleeds red slippers. They spout under the
electric lights, fluid and fluctuating, a hot rain - and
freeze again to red slippers, myrladly multiplied in the
mirror side of the window.
They balance upon arched insteps like springing bridges of
crimson lacquer; they swing up over curved heels like
whirling tahagers sucked in a wlndpocket. . . Snap, snap,
they are cracker-sparks of scarlet in the white, monoton-
ous block of shops.
Realizing the power of rhythm to heighten conscious-
ness of ideas. Images, and emotions^ Miss Lowell experimented
with a new French form Introduced by Paul Fort. She perfected
1. ibid
2. ibid - p. 5^8
3. Eastman, Max - Enjoyment of Poetry - p. 93
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it and presented It as "polyplaonic prose*' explained as the
rhythm of the speaking voice, or oratorical rhythm with an in-
I




above Is written in this many-sounding near-prose. It, however,
I
I
I is not as outstandingly rhythmic as the poems in her volume
"Can Grande's Castle". The startllrig color combinations and
strange internal rhymes increase the pictorial effect.
From - Naples
Blood-red on a night of stars, red like a wound,
with lava scars.
The sun sinks into the purple-red water, its low
straight light playing gold on the slaughter.
From - Bronze Horses
Hills of the city: Plncian, Esqulllne, Caellan,
Aventlne, the crimson tip of the sun burns against
you, and you start into sudden clearness and glow red,
red-gold, saffron, gradually diminishing to an outline
of blue.
It has been said that art offers us not only an es-
cape from life but an escape into life, and the first escape is
2
of Importance only if it leads to the second. Style and sin-
cerity are complementary In poetry which is worthy of the name;
intelligence and imagination must be in equilibrium;^ the desirci
expressed must have at least an element of universality, some
1. Lowell, Amy - Sword Blades and Poppy Seeds - pref. x,xl
2. Methuen, A. - An Anthology of Modern Verse - pref. xviii
3. Perry, Bliss - op. clt. - p. 92
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Iidentification of the poet's wish- fulfillment with that of the
reader.^
j
With the above criteria in mind, an attempt to exam-
|
ine Miss Lowell's poetry to determine the significance of her '!
I
use of color-words seems to me to resolve itself into three con-
siderations; the significance of color expression to the author;
the significance of color-words in the context of the poetry it-
1
self; and the significance of this particular element for the
reader.
In the light of the facts known regarding her person-
ality > it is not difficult to see that Miss Lowell's poetry was
I
a means of escape from rather than into life. Her love of colo]’,
suppressed in keeping with her chosen role found lavish expres-
sion in her poetry. She has described herself as "a swiftly
furious electrical storm towing the rainbow after it” or as
"tropical thunder, and all outrageous with color", and the read4
er is frequently startled into hearty agreement. Such vividness
in the expression of visual imagery was furthered and given de-
tailed form by her Imaglstic aspirations and became a kind of
sensuous and possibly spiritual catharsis, a revelry in word-
painting, which awakes in the reader reactions in accordance
with his own associative understanding. Such surface brlllianco
is arresting but does not wear well, and needs the fusing atmosj
phere of tense, sensitized emotion, or discriminating genius,
1. Wood, Clement - op. clt. - p. 11
2. ibid
- p. 115
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just as the gaudy colors of the tropics must be harmonized by
brilliant sunshine, or as loud orchestral music must be con-
trolled by the hand of a master-musician.
One critic has said, ”ln all arts it is the tendency
of those who are ungrown to confuse the expression of intense
feeling with the intense expression of feeling - which last is
all the world will long listen to."^ This fact no doubt ac-
I
counts for Miss Lowell's popularity, as she herself realized.
Emotion and perception, however, like other human reactions,
have their scale of rising, climactic and diminishing tension.
A painting or a poem which represents only the height of the
curve must necessarily have a limited appeal, as the real value
of a climactic reaction is determined greatly by the leading up
i experiences and resultant productive inspiration. Accordingly,
a poem like "The Trumpet-Vine Arbour" which is blatant with
harsh color contrasts does not call the reader back for fre-
quent perusal.
The throats of the little red trumpet- flowers are
wide open.
And the clangour of braes beats against the hot
sunlight.
They bray and blare at the burning sky.
Red I Red I Coarse notes of red.
Trumpeted at the blue sky.
In long streaks of sound, molten metal.
The vine declares itself.
Clang I - from its red and yellow trumpets.
Clang I - from its long nasal trumpets.
Splitting the sunlight into ribbons, tattered and
shot with noise.
1. Perry, Bliss - op. cit. - p. 220
2. Lowell, Amy - Legends
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In spite of all this adverse comment, which is, after
all, the fare of any pioneer, an unbiased critic must express
admiration for the earnest research and excellent scholarly
background of Miss Lowell* s poetry, and for her sincerity in
craftsmanship. Her study of ancient literature and her associa*
i tion with friends^ who were deeply Interested in foreign custom^
gave her an unusual Insight into the symbolism as well as the
' decorative use of color. This is evident in her volume of po- I
ems entitled ’’Legends". She freely acknowledges the sources of I
I
i
her themes, taking due credit only for the form of expression
she has created for them. Style and theme are complementary in'
each legend, and the effect is sufficiently authentic to decry
' 2
|j
occasional criticism regarding certain minor botanical and ,
zoological discrepancies.
I The Inca legend "From a Yucca to a Passion Vine" is as '
vividly colorful as a painting of the Grand Canyon and as sym-
bolically expressive as a temple mural.
Morning playing dimly in the passion-vines
Hanging over the gates of Cuzco.
Morning picking out a purple flower -
Another - another -
Cascading down the walls of Cuzco.
Scarlet- flashing, uprose the sun
With one deep bell-note of a copper-crashed gong.
Glory of rose-mist over the Sierra,
Glory of crimson on the tinted turrets
Of the wide old fort under the high cliff.
Glory of vermilion dripping from the windows.
Glory of saffron streaking all the shadows,
1. Miss Florence Ayscough with whom she translated Chinese and
I
Japanese poetry.
2. Wood, Clement - op. cit.
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Goldl Gold I *
Servants of the Sun.
Lord of the rainbow's white and purple, *
Blue and carnation, *
All awhlrl to a curl of gold. *
Sitting dead In all the dazzle
Glittering with bright green emeralds,*
White-haired Incas, (3Hoary Incas, ^
Black and shiny-haired young Incas,
All dead Incas;
(The Virgin's song to the Moon)
Break me on a green-stone anvil, ^
So the flower of my body
Blow to loveliness a moment. *
For further explanation of color symbolism see Part I Chap. Ill
and Color-Chart In the Appendix to this thesis.
|
* Gold - symbolic of the Sun-god whom they worshipped.
|
* Rainbow - complete gamut of colors
White - contains all colors; highest In purity; divinity
;
Purple - highest color vibration of spectrum connecting red
|
and blue the two color poles and two phases of deity.
* Blue and carnation (rose-red) - red and blue, male and female
of deity. :
* Curl of gold - circular spiral symbolizing the sun, center,
j
* Green emeralds - stone of Infinity, resurrection from death.
* Green-stone anvil - color of fertility; esoteric influence of
the moon through mineral upon the human soul.
* Blow - suggestion of flame; red; the opposite pole of green,
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The “Legend of Porcelain” stands out as a particularly
artistic piece of color-writing. It shows careful observation
and research, painstaking craftsmanship and an exquisite appre-
I
siation of oriental ceramic art. There is no blatancy here, no
Jarring notes, but a delicacy which is as fine and precious as
the porcelain it describes.
Porcelains pale as the morning sky
Fluttered with purple wings of finches;
High-footed cups for green wine.
And incense-bumers yellow as old Lama books *
With cranes upon them.
Blue porcelain for the Altar of Heaven, *
Yellow for the Altar of Earth, *
Red for the Altar of the Sun, *
White for the Altar of the Year-Star. *
All these Chou-Kiou sets down on her fir-flower tablet.
The sun is sinking in a rose-green sky.
And in the guard-house down the road
The red tallow candles are lighted. *
For days she paints it.
Rubbing the gold with garlic-bulbs
To fix its lustre.
Laying copper foil about it to heighten the color.
Setting it with careful blue:
The blue of little stones.
The blue of the precious stone Mel-Kouel-tse-yeou,
The blue of the head of Buddha. *
She dreams of beauty.
And the face of the figure is lovely as her dreams;
But has it not been written: ”lt is useless to cast
a net to catch the image of the moon.”
Yellow - color of divinity and worship; see robes of Lamas
Blue for Altar of Heaven - feminine principle, Yang.
* Yellow for Altar of Earth - Son of the Sun; Yellow Emperor.
Red for Altar of the Sun - color of imperial decree, sign of
power, color of health, life, Joy
*. White for Altar of Year-Star - Light-born, silver of star-
light, mourning for the old year.
* Red candles - for happiness, cheer.




Whose heart Is of snow and rubies, *
Her dress is Ch’ing green playing into scarlet, *
Embroidered with the hundred shous;
The hem is a slow delight of gold, the faded,
beautiful gold of temple carvings;
In her hair is a lotus.
Red as the sun after rain.
Kwan-Yln, Goddess of Mercy, of Sailors, of
Sterile Women.
He is a straight shaft of sapphire, *
He is a peacock feather borne upon a spear, *
When I finished the book, night had come.
I could not part with it, so I bought it
for two ounces of silver.
Did I overprize it, do you think?
It is only a tale of old, dead China.
I
To this closing question a lover of the Orient must answer,
”No 1 Its price is far above silver! It is as precious as
' beauty Itself.”
It is undoubtedly true that Miss Lowell's study of
I
the Japanese Hokku form of brief verse tended to make her poet-
ry almost too brittle at times. Nevertheless, her short poems
I
of this type are delightfully decorative and suggestive.
I
-i






Heavenly blue in my garden.
^
They, at least, unchanged.
* Snow and rubies - virginity and life; light and love
* Green playing into scarlet - dual power of deity.
* Red lotus - rebirth, many -conceiving divinity.
* Sapphire - male godhead manifested.
* Peacock feather - divine wisdom, many-eyed, green, golden....











The rain Is dark against the white sky,
Or white against the foliage of eucalyptus trees.
But in the cistern, it is a sheet of mauve and amber,
Because of the chrysanthemums
Heaped about its edge.
1
O ^Circumstances
Upon the maple leaves
The dew shines red.
But on the lotus blossom
It has the pale transparency of tears.
The impressionistic poem "An Aquarium" shows us a
swirl of color, purely decorative, but true to its environment.
It is artistic as an isolated piece of craftsmanship. As for its
universal appeal - most of us enjoy a visit to a tropical aquarl
urn. We do not, however, expect to take up residence therein; no
need the reader’s diet consist of only this type of poem. In-
deed, it would be a rare poet who could supply a panacea for all
soul-ills or an inspiration for all moods.
From - An Aquarium 3
Fish.
Blue-shadowed against silver-saffron water.
The light rippling over them
In steel-bright tremors.
Metallic blue fish.
With fins wide and yellow and swaying
L. ibid
2. ibid
5. Lowell, Amy - Men, Women and Ghosts - p. 360 ff
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TLike Oriental fane.
Hold the sun in their tellies
And glow with light:
Blue brilliance cut by black bars.
An oblong pane of straw-coloured shimmer,
Across it, in a tangent,
A smear of rose, black, silver.
Shadows and polished surfaces.
Facets of mauve and purple.
Shaft shaped.
With green eyes; ...
Heliotrope coloured;
Swift spots of chrysolite and coral;




With little white Jerks,
And long blue waves
Rise steadily beyond the outer Islands.
It is not true that none of Miss Lowell's poetry has
depth or emotional feeling. It has been said that her best
I
known poem '’patterns” is "one of the most effective of contem-
porary poems; but it is far more than a document of Imaglsm. It
is a triumph of structural perfection.”^ This is true of its
coloring also.
From - Patterns ^
' I walk down the garden paths.
And all the daffodils
1 Are blowing, and the bright blue squills.
(Spring garden with daffodils and tiny blue flowers - no other
colours would be so lovely a setting.)
1. Perry, Bliss - op. cit. - p. 90
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My dress Is richly figured,
And the train
Makes a pink and silver stain
On the gravel ...
(Pink and silver have quite a different atmosphere from blue or
i
green and gold. Rose color is the color of love.)
The blue and yellow flowers stood up proudly in the
Each one. sun,
I stood upright too.
Held rigid to the pattern
By the stiffness of my gown.
In Summer and in Winter I shall walk
Up and down
The patterned garden-paths
In my stiff brocaded gown.
The squills and daffodills
Will give place to pillared roses, and to asters,
and to snow.
•^Lilacs", also well known, holds sincerity of feeling
as well as exactness of coloring of the blossoms "false-blue,
white, purple ... color of lilacs ... and the orange orioles..."^
2 3
I
"Madonna of the Evening Flowers"
,
"Sprig of Rosemary" and "Nuit
I
j
Blanche”^are exquisitely lyrical and colorful according to their
; respective moods.
As a colorist alone. Miss Lowell holds a significant
position in the development of contemporary poetry. Her Influ-
I
ence upon her successors is an Important one and should be
1. Lowell, Amy - What's O'clock - p. 68
2. Lowell, Amy - Pictures of a Floating World -
3. Ibid - p. 87
4. Lowell, Amy - What's O'clock - p. 204
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recognized for what It is really worth, rather than criticized
for infringement of certain literary tenets.
”ln order to live, poetry must be plastic",^ it must
adapt Itself to living factors and must be comprehensive enough
to assimilate extremes of vitality and effective expression in
its process of growth. Poetry is a composite ray of light
blending in itself many colors, giving predominance sometimes to
'one or another, sometimes uniting them all in the beauty of its
own inner power.
1. perry, Bliss - op. clt. - p. 220
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The Dream Fabric of Walter de la Mare
Sleeping Beauty ^
The scent of bramble fills the air.
Amid her folded sheets she lies
The gold of evening in her hair,
The blue of morn shut in her eyes.
In heat, in enow, in wind, in flood.
She sleeps in lovely loneliness.
Half -folded like an April bud
On winter-haunted trees.
It has been said that Walter de la Mare is the singer
;
I
jOf a young and romantic world, understanding and perceiving as
|





Both directly and indirectly through his poetry, one !
lean see him, a sensitive, dreamy child, listening with wide
j
thoughtful eyes to the refrain of "Once upon a time... Once upon
a time" as Martha told her stories "in the hazel glen" while
j
"like a dream you dream in the night, fairies and gnomes stole
•5
out, in the hush of an age gone by," The stories were real to
I'him, so real that when he grew older, he did not forget, but re-
"
i





1. de la Mare, Walter - Down-Adown-Derry - pp. 89-90
2. Untermeyer, Louis - Modern British Poetry - p, 416
3 . de la Mare - Collected poems of - p. 102
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His prosaic daily employment as a clerk in a London
office made his imaginative world all the more alluring. Deter-
mined to become a poet, he affected the Bohemian dress of the
French students of the Latin Quarter, and devoted hie spare
time to the writing of exquisite verse, nominally for children,
but haunted by a strange wistful nostalgia which caught at the
hearts of grown-up children as well. “The fine stuff of dreams
is still in his later work, the witcheries of water, air, sound
and colour. . .but. . .little substance"} realism.
As if in answer to this comment, the author states
his own point of view in saying, "it seems to me that our one
hope is to get away from realism in the accepted sense. To me
it is utter nonsense to assume that an imaginative piece of po-
etry is lacking in reality. An Imaginative experience is not
2
only as real but far realer than an unimaginative one."
His whimsical fantasy and delicate mysticism make him
song-brother to A. A. Milne, W.B. Yeats and George Russell (AE).
He sings for the dreaming child of "The Island"^ for the wander*
4 S
Ing youth, Aengus; and for the ageless lover of the Avatars.-'
Even so, he is more elusive than they; his pale-gold is moon-
touched beside Milne's daf fodowndllly; his fabric is a tenuous
rainbow mist beside Yeats's embroidered cloths; and his silver
moonlight seems very still beside AE's spirit -lights
.
Perhaps,
1. Hodgson, G.E. - Criticism at a Venture - p. 172
2. Dllly Tante - Living Authors - p. 98
3. Milne, A. A. - When We Were Very Young - p. 38
4. Wilkinson, B. - The poetic Way of Release - p. 129
5. Russell, George - The Avatars.
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of tne three, he most resembles AE.^ It has been rightly said
that his poems seem soaked in moonlight and mystery and that a
2
I cool wind from ’’Nowhere" blows over them.
Mr. de la Mare follows no definite school of poetry,
i
but writes from his own inner vision which finds expression in
its own unique pattern both of color and of music. He may well
be called a mystic from his apprehension of the supernatural in
its elusive loveliness and fleeting sadness. Such an atmosphere
is not conducive to brilliant coloring, but to delicate pastels,
I






There Blooms No Bud in May ^
There blooms no bud in May
Can for its white compare
With snow at break of day.
On fields forlorn and bare.
1
For shadow it hath rose.
Azure and amethyst;
And every air that blows
Dies in a beauteous mist.
An examination of the author’s poetry as art^ shows
it to be an escape from the harsh surface realism of adult ma-
terial life to an intuitive appreciation of subtler, less tangi-
ble values, an escape into a more rarlfled living. It is rare
poetry, and its full meaning will be unrecognized except by
1. See Appendix to this thesis - p.>t,'/>\
2. Untermeyer, Louis - op. clt. - p. 416
3. de la Mare - Collected poems of - p. 116
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those "who have the same blood In their veins"^- a kind of icho:
or fluorescent light.
His style and sincerity complement each other perfect'
ly. Imagination (the heart of a child) and intelligence (the
head of a man) combine to produce a naive subtlety that is ex-
quisite. His ponging for beauty finds an echo in all who have
not forgotten the wonder of childhood. It is a kind of "white
magic cold and frosty with the shimmering quality of fairy-tale
and native legend - the thin clear sexless beauty of the seraph
1
ic. In all the arts we find its shining trail: in the music of
Mozart and Debussy, and in the young virginal madonnas of Fra
Angelico; in delicate ivory carvings and in embroideries of
unicorns and birds and slim white horses. It pervades the can-
vases of Memllng and of many child-like enchanted early German
masters. It is found in moonlight glittering on new fallen
snow, and in the quivering uncertain shadows cast by growing
things, pallid and frozen in the moon*B brightness. Its- col-
ors are white and gold, azure and silver and faint rose; and
j
the aroma of it is of the flowers of lavender. Its sound is
in the note of the flute, in Pan’s pipes, and in the light
laughter of all sylvan creatures .. .and in the fine shrill sweet
2
ness of boys’ soprano voices."
This is the coloring of the Nordic fairy tale, and
its significance is a vital link between author, poem and
!f
r
1. Powys, John Cowper - The Meaning of Culture - p. 32
2. Parkhurst, Helen Hubs - Beauty - p. 293
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reader. Its effectiveness and symbolism are as real as those
of the Orient, but even more subtle; often rarified to a burn-
ir.g silver, as in:
The Little Salamander ^
When I go free,
I think ’ twill be
A night of stars and snow.
And the wild fires of frost shall light
My footsteps as I go;
Nobody - nobody will be there
With groping touch or sight.
To see me in my bush of hair
Dance burning through the night.
In ”The Dwelling Place” deep in the forest, we see
"the time-worn windows of a stone house. . .named only ’Alas',”
whose Inhabitants -
Some to the hunt would wend, with hound and horn.
And clash of silver, beauty, bravery, pride.
Heeding not one who on white horse upborne
With soundless hoofs did ride. 2
The Wanderer, heart-sick of hie Journey, lifted up
his face towards the lattice -
And there alluring -wise
,
Slanting through the silence of the long past.
Dwelt the still green Witch's eyes. 3
In contrast we read -
There was a Fairy - flake of winter
Icicle foot, lip sharp as scarlet
She lifted her eyes in her pitch-black hollow -
Green as stalks of weeds in water - 4
1. de la Mare - Down-Adown-Derry - p. 177
2. de la Mare - Collected poems of - p. 142
3. de la Mare - Down-Adown-Derry - p. 129 4. ibid - p. 24
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"The Three Beggars”^ presents a vivid picture with a
subtle color symbolism, reminiscent of an old G-erman color-print
illustrating a fairy-tale,
' Twas autumn daybreak gold and wild,
While past St. Ann's grey tower they shuffled.
Three beggars spied a fairy-child
In crimson mantle muffled.
The daybreak lighted up her face
All pink and sharp and emerald-eyed;
She looked on them a little space,
And shrill as hautboy cried: -
”0 three tall footsore men of rags
Which walking this gold morn I see,
What will ye give me from your bags
For fairy kisses three?"
i
The first, that was a reddish man,
I
Out of hie bundle takes a crust:
j
"La, by the belfry of St. Ann,
i
There’s fee, if fee ye mustl"
j
The second, that was a chestnut man, i
Out of hie bundle drew a bone: !
"La, by the tombstones of St. Ann,
j
And all my breakfast gone I"
I
The third, that was a yellow man, i
Out of hie bundle picks a groat,
"La, by the Angel of St. Ann,
And I must go without."
i
I
That changllng, lean and icy-lipped, i
Touched crust and bone, and groat, and lol
I
Beneath her finger taper-tipped
The magic all ran through.
Instead of cruet a peacock pie.
Instead of bone sweet venison.
Instead of groat a white lily
With seven blooms thereon.
1. ibid - p. 17
* See Color-Chart for color symbolism
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Of course the interpretation of such symbolism Is largely arbi-
trary, though none the less Interesting. Emerald eyes suggest
wisdom; the numbers 5 and 7 hold traditional significance; and
childhood or young life is frequently touched with scarlet.
Perfect in mood and coloring is the prince of Sleep:
I Met At Eve ^
I met at eve the prince of Sleep,
His was a still and lovely face,
He wandered through a valley steep.
Lovely in a lonely place.
His garb was gray of lavendar,
About his brows a poppy-wreath
Burned like dim coals, and everywhere
The air was sweeter for his breath.
His twilight feet no sandals wore
His eyes shone faint in their own flame.
Fair moths that gloomed his steps before
Seemed letters of his lovely name.
2Strangely beautiful is The Stranger: -
In the woods as I did walk.
Dappled with the moon’s beam,
I did with a Stranger talk.
And his name was Dream.
Wondrous strange was earth to see.
Flowers white as milk did gleam;
Spread to Heaven the Assyrian Tree,
Over my head with Dream.
There is frequent mention of green, but it is the
green of sea-water, cold and translucent, or of an emerald
1 .
2 .
Stokes, Aline - The Open Door, An Anthology - see w.de la Martb
de la Mare,-W.- Collected Poems of - p. 183
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bright-faceted, or of night, dim and shadowed.
His blue is that of early morning or of azure skies
above snow fields, pure and geralike.
In ”The Double"^there is a charming picture of a
child and her little ghost self **betw^lxt the green and blue*’
(earth and heaven, perhaps).
I curtseyed to the dovecote.
I curtseyed to the well.
I twirled me round and round about.
The morning sweets to smell.
When out I came from spinning so,
Lo, betwixt green and blue
Was the ghost of me - a Fairy Child -
A-danclng - dancing, too.
Rose color glows dim with evening; shadows are ame-
j
thyst; gold is often ethereal, dim, ”too faint for earthly gold**




The Stranger who came with the -
j
Slip of May-moon silver-white, I
In a beaming of moon-colored light faintly raying :
On buds orbed with dew phosphorescently playing,
|
Unhumanly lovely; and supped in that place. ^
j
might well have come on the night when
-
j
Slowly, silently, now the moon
Walks the night in her silver shoon;
This way, and that, she peers, and sees
Silver fruit upon silver trees;
One by one the casements catch
Her beams beneath the silvery thatch;
Couched in his kennel like a log.
With paws of silver sleeps the dog;
1. de la Mare - Down-Adown-Derry - p. 8
2. ibid - p. 20
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From their shadowy cote the white breasts peep
Of doves In a silver-feathered sleep;
A harvest mouse goes scampering by,
With silver claws, and silver eye;
While moveless fish in the water gleam.
By silver reeds in a silver stream. ^
Over it all hovers the Shadow -
The transient bubbles of the water paint
'Neath their frail arch a shadow faint;
The golden nimbus of the windowed saint.
Till shine the stars.
Oasts pale and trembling bars.
The loveliest thing earth hath, a shadow hath,
A dark and livelong hint of death,
Haunting it ever till its last faint breath.
Who then may tell 2
The beauty of heaven's shadowless asphodel?
As aE has said "there never yet was a fire which did not cast
dark shadows of itself"^ which must be transmuted into beauty.
In this connection Claude Monet is quoted as saying, "The Light
is the real person in the picture" and the light is man^ayed,
multi-colored and diffused by the silver mist of fantasy to an
ethereal loveliness and delicacy.
Because his colors are so ethereal, and his themes so
withdrawn from ordinary living, Walter de la Mare offers an in-
teresting contrast in restraint and subtlety to Amy Lowell. His
thought seems to have clothed the colors themselves with ex-
quisite meaning, while her colors clothe the thought almost to
its extinction at times.
1. Untermeyer, Louis - op. cit. - p. 421
2. de la Mare, Walter - Collected Poems of - p. 5
3. AE (Russell, George) - The Avatars - pp. 168, 175
4. ibid
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Where Miss Lowell's Influence has been due to her viv-
idly colored Imagery, Mr. de la Mare's Influence has been due
to his fantasies in delicate design, in varied word music and
his delightful innovations in verse rhyme and rhythm.
Also, Mr. de la Mare has been fortunate in securing ai
.
Illustrator whose fine appreciation of his poetry has enabled
her to follow its spirit perfectly, suggesting and accentuating
its Innate color-quality.^
1. Miss Dorothy Lathrop - illustrator - see Down-Adown-D«rry
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The Tapestry of James Elroy Flecker
It is fortunate for posterity that poetic genius Is
not measured by quantity, but by an Inherent vitality trans-
muted from Inspiration and through expression Into a quality
which the world recognizes as "authority”. It has been said
that authority Is in a sense a retrospective quality; a little
like the color of the Old Masters, It Is In part a gift of
tlme,^ It Is true that retrospection often shows the premoni-
tory sign unrecognized before because of nearness to the thing
I
Itself. Aside from any time element, however, one who has
touched and understood beauty has the right to speak; upon the
Intrinsic superiority of his expression depends his authority.
John Keats and James Elroy Flecker both spoke, and
briefly, but with the "authority of the lover of the Greek
2
vase". Both loved the classic as well as the colorful; both
were Englishmen inspired by foreign lands, and both died young
I In the first crescendo of their singing. Here, however, their
|
likeness ends, for Flecker was Instinctively Oriental In his
imagery, while Keats, for all his love of Greece and "the realm*
of gold", breathed Into his poetry the breath of the English
;
countryside.
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James Elroy Flecker was ‘’peculiarly the product of
the pre-war period which saw the rise and fame of Masefield,
de la Mare, Joseph Conrad, George Bernard Shaw and H.G. Wells'.'^
He was, however, a much younger and an independent contemporary
of this group, and his short life of barely thirty years (from
1884-1915) cannot, in fairness, be compared with their maturity
j
unless one thinks of maturity as ripeness for expression rather
than as fullness measured by time alone.
Flecker's affinity with the French Parnassians was
|
based upon his Intense dislike of both the extravagant and the
didactic tones prevalent in English poetry at that time. He
realized that this extravagance in language and sentiment marked
the decadence of the Romantic movement which had previously "in-
. 12finitely widened the scope and enriched the language of poetry,
p
and he felt that the Parnassian ideal of beauty for its own sake
expressed through deliberate technique and with classical clari*j
ty and objective dramatic power would be a healthy and correc-
tive Influence. In his own words: "It is not the poet’s busi-
ness to save a man's soul but to make it worth saving .. .However,
few poets have written with a clear theory of art for art's sake]
I
it is by that theory alone that their work has been or can be
Judged; - and rightly so if we remember that art embraces all
life and all humanity and sees in the temporary and fleeting
! doctrines of the conservative or revolutionary only the human
2. Squire, J.C. ed. - The Collected poems of James Elroy Flecker
1. Goldring Douglas - James Elroy Flecker - p. 7 p.xix
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grandeur or passion that Inspires them.”^
The Parnassians, however, were not Flecker's ultimate
criteria in either Ideals or person; he was too temperamentally
independent to be swayed beyond his own Individual opinion which
was made up of a composite of the best available to him. His
work shows clearly the "sharp lights, the clean edges of the
Parnassians; the alertness to 'significance' of the Symbolists;
he has besides real feeling, a rare (and individual) perception
j
1
of the value of texture, a quick, daring fancy, a lambent wit,
j
2
an alert responsiveness of thought and feeling.*’
Close friends have testified that, sensing in himself
a strong Inclination to be sentimental and subjective and fear-
ing its effect upon his verse, he deliberately cultivated this
balancing objective attitude of restraint bordering on apparent
35
frigidity at times. ^ It is not altogether unlikely that it was
this very conflict which, fed by his Intense vitality, burnt out
his physical resistance.
"He was, in fact, like Flaubert, both a classic and a
romantic. He combined... a romantic taste for the exotic, the
gorgeous, and the violent with a dislike for the romantic egoism
4looseness of structure and turgldlty of phrase ... while with
passionate deliberation he clarified and crystallized his
5thoughts and intensified his pictures." In his enthusiasm and
1 . ibid - p. xxl
2 . Hodgson, G.E. - op. cit. - p. 179
3. Goldring, Douglas - op. cit. - p. I36
Squire, J.C. - op. cit. - p. xxili
5. ibid - p. xxvil
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intoxication with living he reflected something of the colorful
intensity of the Italian Renaissance and of the Elizabethan per-
iod. The fantasy of his Golden Journey to Samarkand has much in
common with Elizabethan masques such as Comus; his love of ad-




A study of Flecker's poetry seems to show him either
ii
'paradoxical or ambidextral in his technique, for he decorates
his objective, clearly outlined presentation of his theme with
a richness and intensity of coloring that is almost subjective
in its effect.
It is true that toward the end of his life he began
I
to be more Interested in his own inner reactions and so became !
rather more subjective, as is evidenced by his poems "Stillness"!
and "To a poet a Thousand Years Hence". This may have been due
to the Influence of the World War. Just what ultimate effect
it would have had upon him, had he lived, is a question. Would '
he have held aloof from it, like Walter de la Mare, or thrown
j
himself into revolutionary expression, like Siegfried Sassoon
and his own close friend, Rupert Brooke? We know that he hated
cruelty and horror and the waste of vitality which he felt to be
so precious. Consequently, it is not Improbable that his sub-
jective tendency would have deepened, his Imagery have been re- i
lated more directly to his own inner experience, and his color-
expression have grown more Intense with emotional reaction.
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There is no note of pessimism evident in his poetry;
his brilliant colors live best in sunlight, rather than in moon-
light or in dusk. “There are colors and metals, blue and red,
silver and gold, which are present everywhere in his work; the
progresses of the sun (dawn, high noon and sunset) were a con-
tinual fascination to him; the images of Fire, of a ship, and of
an old white-bearded man recur frequently in his poems. He is
never monotonous, and many of his color-effects are produced by
composite color-words such as "peacock”, "dawn” or "sunset”, or'
i




"dragon-green" which give an interwoven effect similar to em-
I
broidery or tapestry or to suggestive color-words such as "wine"!
I "rose”, "ruby", "sapphirine" and so on.
j
Color was, evidently, significant to Flecker himself
as an integral and living part of his picture, especially in
those poems with exotic settings. He found it important as a
medium of the expression of ideas in both visual imagery and as-J
soclative meanings. His feeling for the exact word and for vari
I
ety in expression was keen and he often rewrote poems using slm^
'liar but more varied words to express his thought. Interesting
{instances of this are to be found in the two poems "The Welsh
,
Sea" and "Narcissus". In the first poem, feeling that he had
!
perhaps overdone the word "golden"
,
he eliminated it entirely
and substituted the words "yellow" and "slow green" in its placed
as shown below.
1. Squire, J.C. - op. clt - p.xxlli
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The Welsh Sea ^
Listen, for they of ghostly speech,
Who died when Christ was born,
May dance upon the yellow beach (golden)
That once was yellow corn. "
I
I
Listen, for like a slow, green snake (golden)
The Ocean twists and stirs.
And whispers how the dead men wake
And call across the years.
( first version ) 2
Narcissus
( final version)
0 thou with whom I dallied
Through all the hours of noon.
Sweet water-boy, more pallid
Than any watery moon;
Above thy body turning
White lily-buds were strewn:
Alas, the silver morning,
Alas, the golden noonl
0 pool in which we dallied
And splashed the prostrate Noob
0 Water-boy, more pallid
Than any watery moon!
0 Lillee round him turning
0 broken Lilies strewnl
0 silver Lutes of Morning.
0 Red of the Drums of Noon*.
Because of the type of material from which he took his
ideas, much of it mythological or legenaary as well as exotic, '
his choice of color-words is essential to the context of the
poetry itself and gives it a Jewel-like vividness and beauty.
His delight in the unusual and picturesque and his whimsical
humor are typically expressed in one of his letters, in which
he writes: "Don't you think the legend at least of 'Santorln' on|^
of the loveliest in the world? I wonder if you weird Catholics
realise that the Middle Age is still in flower in the Aegean.
1. Squire, J.C. - op. clt. - p. 30
2. ibid - p. 121
3. ibid - p. 221
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'That man married a Syren' said a peasant once to my wife - and
m1
showed her the man"
Because he was a scholar and knew and loved the words
he used, it is probable that hie choice of color terras carried
the artist's sense of color combination and the scholar's know-
ledge of fitness and symbolism as well as the poet's ear for
euphony. Accordingly, "hyaclnthine mist" expresses color-tint,
something of godhead, and the music of sound and accent as well.
This love of legend and its attendant symbolism is evident in
his poems, "The Bridge of Fire" and "Bryan of Brittany" parts of
which are quoted below.
2
The Bridge of Fire
High on the bridge of Heaven whose Eastern bars
Exclude the interchange of Nighx and Day,
Robed with faint seas and crowned with quiet stars
All great Gods dwell to whom men prayed or pray.
Some drive about the Rim wind-golden cars
Or, shouting, laugh Eternity away.
The daughters of their pride.
Moon-pale, blue-water-oyed.
Their flame-white bodies pearled with falling spray,
Send all their dark hair streaming
Down where the worlds lie gleaming.
For the brown small Earth is softly afloat down there.
And the suns bum low, and the sky is sappirine.
And the little winds of space are in our hair -
The little winds of space
Blow in the love-god's face.
(Who still goes) forth as strong as ten,
A red immortal riding in the hearts of meni
Between the pedestals of Night and Morning,
Between red death and radiant desire.
1. Goldring, D. - op. clt. - p. 9b
2. Sauire^ J.C. - ob. cit. - p. 57
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Bryan of Brittany 1
Roses are golden or white or red
And green or grey for a sea,
But the loveliest girl alive, men said.
Was Bryan of Brittany.
Evening opened a flower in the skies
And shut the others asleep:
Home she came with the West in her eyes.
Driving her silver sheep.
•^0 Mother, say, and brothers seven,
What guests are these we have
With beards as white as the snow of heaven
And their dark faces grave?
*’But are they merchants from the towns
Or captains from the sea.
These that are clothed in crimson gowns,
And bow to the earth to me?”
Said James the eldest brother.
With his deep black eyes ablaze,
”They bring us gold, 0 Mother,
And Jewels with red rays.”
And John, the youngest brother.
Whose eyes were bright and blue.
Said, "Let her go my mother:
I'll bring her back to you.”
Whose hair is the golden gold of a rose.
And red rose lips has she.
And her breasts are as white as the foam,
and the light
Of her eyes is the light of the sea.
And gently sounded through the skies
Slow bells of Babylon,
When there came one with bright blue eyes
And the face of her brother John.
"Bryan, away from Babylon:
Our mother weeps tonight I”
"How tall you are, my brother John,
And your blue eyes how bright 1”
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To the reader these color words and phrases are sig-
nificant according to his own associative reaction^ his famil-
iarity with and love of color as such and his knowledge of colojf
I
effect and symbolism.
Flecker's imagination and intelligence are perfectly
balanced and are expressed in his adherence to the belief that
beauty is timeless and that what was beautiful twenty centuries
ago is beautiful still and worthy of recognition.^
His sincerity is evident in his determination to up-
hold the tradition of good form and fine technique in an age of
formlessness and careless structure in poetry; the careful yet
natural beauty of his craftsmanship is a fitting tribute to his
endeavor.
The statement has been made that Flecker's poetry was
almost never a direct expression of life but an "escape from
life and only incidentally an interpretation of it.” Such a
1
statement seems too inclusive, end a student of his poettry mlghr
take a fair exception to it. Is it not probable that his keen-
ly intuitive understanding of both Occidental and Oriental
viewpoints and his habit of analysis and balancing of ideas
I
would lead him to a realization of the value of free Imagery
and the individual relativity of ideas; so that, by presenting
a vivid picture rich in color and associative suggestions he
might more nearly reach the understanding of his readers?
1. Goldrlng, D. - op. clt. • p. 148
2. ibid - p. 147
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Therefore his poetry might well be called an escape Into a rlch4
j
er living In so far as it represents "the kind of life in which!
appreciation is born of ardent participation".^
In examining Flecker's poetry for the significance
(both artistic and symbolic) of his color words, it is interest*'
Ing to compare the first poem he had printed (in 1907) with one




Launch the galleys, sailors bold!
Frowed with silver, sharp and cold.
Winged with silk and oared with gold.
Silver streams in violet night;
Silken clouds in soft moonlight;
Golden stars in shadowy height.
Stars and stream are under cloud;
Sinks the galley, silver-p rowed.
Silken sails are like a shroud.
The Old Ships
I have seen old ships sail like swans asleep
Beyond the village which men still call Tyre,
With leaden age o'ercargoed, dipping deep
For Famagusta and the hidden sun
That rings black Cyprus with a lake of fire:
But now through friendly seas they softly run.
Painted the mid-sea blue or the shore-sea green.
Still patterned with the vine and grapes in gold.
But I have seen
Pointing her shapely shadows from the dawn
An image tumbled on a rose-swept bay,
A drowsy ship of some yet older day;
1. Wilkinson, Eonaro - The poetic Way of Release - p. xl
3. Squire, J.C. - op. clt. - p.2l6
2. Goldring, D. - op. cit. - p. 30
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It was 80 old a ship - who knows - who knows?
- And yet so beautiful, I watched In vain
To see the mast burst open with a rose,
And the whole deck put on its leaves again.
Although the two themes are not dissimilar the treatment of
them shows a marked difference. The color imagery in the seconc
I
is more exactly pictorial, more artistic, and shows a deeper
I
I
knowledge of associative meanings. This is particularly evident
' in a line not quoted above: -
j
From Troy *8 doom-crimson shore -
Flecker made many translations of foreign poetry, par-
ticularly from the Greek, the Roman, and the Arabic, as well as
from the poems of Goethe and of the French Parnassians. A com-
parison of three translations of Goethe's "Mlgnon" shows a vari-




Le pays dee fruits d'or
Et des roses vermellles,
Ou la brlse est plus douce,
Et 1* oiseaitplus leger,
Ou dans toute saison
Butinent les abellles,
Ou rayonne et sourlt,
Comme un blen-fait de Dieu,
Un eternel pr intemps
Sous un del toujours bleul
English from the French
Dost thou know that sweet land
Where the orange flow'rs grow?
Where the fruits are like gold
And the red roses blow.
Where the breeze ne'er is cold
And the birds sing so sweet.
Where each day of the year
The honey-bees appear.
Where exists like a smile.
Or a rainbow quite new
One eternal spring time
And a sky ever blue?
(Ambrose Thomas||
1. Lampe, J.G. - Star Songs from the Grand Operas - p. 76
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Flecker* s translation
Knoweet thou the land where bloom the lemon trees
^
And darkly gleam the golden oranges?
A gentle wind blows down from that blue sky;
Calm stands the myrtle and the laurel high.
Knowest thou the land? So far and fair!
Thou, whom I love, and I will wander there.
The last translation, while perhaps much freer than the other
two Is more discriminating In Its use of color words and much
I
more poetic In verse form.
Flecker's love for Greek and Roman poetry, and his
taste for the flavor of Persian and Arabic poetry, due partly
to the early Influence of Sir Richard Burton's long poem
"Kasldah", as well as the charm of the language of the French
1
poets, all fused to produce his own tapestry of moving color and
music. These Influences led eventually to the conception of
"The Gates of Damascus", the "Prologue and Epilogue to The Gol-
den Journey to Samarkand", and the love song "Yasmln" In the
play "Hassan" which Is In itself a poetical drama written In a
I
jprose indistinguishable from poetry and Interspersed with verses
i]
whose color and form are essentially Eastern.
In this play, the words of the poet Ishak to Hassan,
the confectioner, give some Idea of the author's conception of
color In life as well as In poetry.






‘’Have you not seen the designer of carpets, Hassan of Bagdad,
put here the blue and here the gold, here the orange and here
the green?
I
So have I seen the Caliph take the life of some helpless man
-j
who was contented In his little house and garden, enjoying the
blue of happy days - and colour his life with the purple of
power, and streak it with the crimson of lust: then whelm it
I all in the gloom-greys of abasement, touched with the glaring
reds of pain, and edge the whole with the black border of
annihilation. ”
1
Hassan himself is a natural poet and has sung to the
2
unworthy object of his passion the love song "Yasmln" -
How splendid in the morning glows the lily:
with what grace he throws
Hie supplications to the rose: do roses nod the head,
Yasmin?
The morning light is clear and cold:
I dare not in that light behold
A whiter light, a deeper gold, a glory too far shed,
Yasmin.
Shower down thy love, 0 burning bright!
For one night or the other night
Wilt come the Q-ardener in White, and gathered flowers
are dead, Yasmin.
Weary of intrigue and of the exotic cruelty of the
Caliph's court, Ishak and Hassan Join the Caravan which waits
at the Gate of the Sun. With the merchants who carry "Indian
carpets red as wine" and the Jews with their "manuscripts in
I
I
peacock styles" and the pilgrims who go
li
"Always a little further: it may be
I! Beyond that last blue mountain barred with snow,
Across that angry or that glimmering sea ..."
they too take - "the Golden Journey to Samarkand."^
1. Flecker, J.E. - Hassan - Act III Sc. I - pp. 103-^
2. ibid - Act I Sc. I - pp. 15-14
i.5» ibid - Epilogue Act V Sc. II - p. 166
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It Is Interesting to note the rightness of color to
theme. In hie Greek poems, those written from a Hellenic legend
or against a Greek background, the coloring is no lees vivid but
is suited to his theme in clarity and bright austerity in con-
trast to the complexity of the exotic Arabian scenes.
Compare: In Phaeacia ^
Had I that haze of streaming blue,
That sea below, the summer faced,
I'd work and weave a dress for you
And kneel to clasp it round your waist.
And broider with those burning bright
Threads of the Sun across the sea.
And bind it with the silver light
That wavers in the olive tree.
And set my Lady there to rule.
Gowned with silver, crowned with gold.
And in her eyes the forest pool.
And : Epithalamion ^
j
Smile then, children, hand in hand
Bright and white as the summer snow.
Or that young King of the Grecian land.
Who smiled on Thetis long ago, -
The dancing lady with sky-blue eyes,
Thetis, the darling of Paradise,
Dolphins tumble in her wake
Along the sapphire courses;
With Tritons ablow on their pearly shells
Prom the glimmering house where her Father dwells
She drives his white-tail horses 1
1. Squire, J.C. - op. clt. - p. 166
2. ibid - p. l68 or
Flecker, J.E. - Don Juan - Act III Sc. I - p. 107

with: The G-ates of Damascus 1
The Sun who flashes through the head and paints
the shadows green and red, -
The Sun shall eat thy fleshlese dead,
0 Caravan, 0 Caravan.
"pillage" combines the rtiythm of a chant of Eastern
peoples with a beauty of color and language that Is breath-
taking.
They will trample our gardens to mire, they will
bury our city In fire;
And the great lapis lazuli dome where the gods of
our race had a home
Will break like a wave from the foam, and shred
Into fiery rain.
No more when the trumpeter calls shall we feast
in the white-light halls;
For stayed are the soft footfalls of the moon-browed
bearers of wine.
And lost are the statues of Kings and of Gods with
great glorious wings.
And an empire of beautiful things, and the lips
of the love who was mine.
We are dead, but our living was great: we are dumb,
but a song of our State
Will roam in the desert and wait, with its burden
of long, long ago.
Will a scholar from sea-bright lands unearth
from the years and the sands
Some image with beautiful hands, and know what we
want him to know. 2
In contrast we find the delicate, whimsical fairy
tale from the modern Greek delightfully fantastic.
1. Squire, J.C. - op. clt. - p. 152
2. ibid - p. 126
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The princess
A Princess armed a privateer to sail the Chersonese
And fitted it with purple sails to belly in the breeze,
With golden cords and oaken boards and a name writ out in pearls
And all the Jolly mariners were gallant little girls. '
The King's son he came hunting her in frigates two or three,
"Give me one kiss, Princess, "he cried, "and take a ship from me;
And would you like the yellow boat or would you like the red.
Or would you take myself and mine, the gold and green instead?"
Flecker is said to have been an agnostic while at Ox-
ford, but the cruelty of the East threw him back to Christian-
p
Ity. He has written a number of poems dealing with Christian
legend Interwoven with color symbolism.
Mary Magdalen
0 eyes that strip the souls of men'.
There came to me the Magdalen.
Her blue robe with a cord was bound.
Her hair with knotted ivy crowned.
Then answered I - "Sweet Magdalen,
God's servant, once beloved of men.
Why didst thou change old ways for new.
Thy trailing red for corded blue,
The rose for ivy on thy brow.
She trembled, and her eyes grew dim:
"For love of Him, for love of Him."
1. Squire, J.C. -op. clt. - p. 229
2. Kunltz, Stanley J. - Authors Today & Yesterday - p. 243
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Tbe Masque of the Magi 1
Mary
But who are you, bright kliigs?
Caspar
Caspar am I; the rocky North
From storm and silence drave me forth
Down to the blue and tideless sea.
I do not fear the tinkling sword,
For I am a great battle-lord.
And love the horns of chivalry.
And I have brought thee splendid gold.
The strong man's Joy, refined and cold.
All hall, thou Prince of Gallleel
Balthazar
I am Balthazar, Lord of Ind,
Where blows a soft and scented wind
From Taprobane towards Cathay.
My children, who are tall and wise.
Stand by a tree with shutten eyes
And seem to meditate or pray.
And these red drops of frankincense
Betoken man's Intelligence.
Hail, Lord of Wisdom, prince of Dayl
Melchior
I am the dark man, Melchior,
And I shall live but little more
Since I am old and feebly move.
My kingdom Is a bumt-up land
Half burled by the drifting sand.
So hot Apollo shines above.
What could I bring but simple myrrh
White blossom of the cordial fire?
Hall, prince of Souls, and Lord of Lovel
Chorus of Angels
0 Prince of souls and Lord of Love,
o'er thee the purple-breasted dove
Shall watch with open silver wings.
Thou King of Kings.
"who art thou. Little King of Kings?"
His wondering mother sings.
1. Ibid - p. 73ff
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Although Flecker's subjective poeras are few in number,
his deep and sincere love of country and his intrepid vision and
fine expression of it must find universal sympathy wherever hie
poem "The Dying Patriot" is read and understood. Here too, colo
is significant.
The Dyinp; patriot ^
Day breaks on England down the Kentish hills,
Singing in the silence of the meadow-footing rills,
Day of my dreams, 0 day I
I saw them march from Dover, long ago.
With a silver cross before them, singing low.
Ranks of Rome from their home where the blue seas
break in foam,
Augustine with his feet of snow.
Evening on the olden, the golden sea of Wales,
When the first star shivers and the last wave pales:
0 evening dreams I
There's a house that Britons walked in, long ago.
Where now the springs of ocean fall and flow,
And the dead robed in red and sea-lllles overhead
Sway when the long winds blow
West of these out to seas colder than the Hebrides
I must go
Where the fleet of stars is anchored, and the yoxing
Star-captains glow.
From a study of Flecker's poetry the conclusion may be
reached that his unusual purity of technique and clarity of im-
age are saved from frigidity and a too-intellectual objectivity
ay his use of color and its Innate emotional appeal.
1. Squire, J.C. - op. cit. - p. 210 or
Methuen, A. - An Anthology of Modern Verse - p. Jt or
Flecker, J.E. - Don Juan - Act II Sc. I - p. 71
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In comparing his poetry with that of the two poets
previously considered, a number of significant and individual
differences are evident.
In some respects Flecker's use of color words stands
midway between that of Amy Lowell and that of Walter de la Mare
,
Like Miss Lowell's, his surface brilliance is marked, but has a
Jewel-like radiance rather than an enamelled gloss. Also, his
colors are more artistically distributed and set off by his
theme and verse form. Like de la Mare, he loves silver, but it
is a molten metal rather than a frosted one. His gold is warm,
bright and shining beside de la Mare's pale unearthly gold.
Like de la Mare, Flecker loves fantasy, but his fairy
tales are based more on legend and actual adventure than on
dream, and his accompanying tints are those of the opal rather
than of the abalone shell. His mists are revealing and shot
with golden particles, rather than veiling and touched with
moonlight.
Flecker's poetical prose (as in "Hassan") is close to
poetry because of its kinship with it through Oriental free
verse which he uses easily and naturally. This offers an inter--
esting contrast to Miss Lowell's "polyphonic prose" which is an
evidently synthetic product.
The Influence of the Parnassian School contributed to
the exquisiteness of Flecker's poetry, as the Imaglstlc School
left its impressionistic mark upon Miss Lowell's poetry.
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Flecker's use of color words is instinctively Orien-
tal and always tangible; Miss Lowell's colors are more likely
to be barbaric and rough to the mental touch; Walter de la Mare^ii
poetical coloring is distinctly Nordic and often mystical and
nebulous
.
Miss Lowell quite definitely aimed to give pictorial
effect above all else; Flecker's beauty of picturing is also
due to craftsmanship but seems to accompany his narrative or
mood more naturally.
Miss Lowell purposely sought the limelight for her
poetry and furthered her aim by self-advertisement; Mr. de la
i
Mare prefers to remain in the background while his poe^ry wins
acclaim on its own merit; James Elroy Flecker combined his nat-
ural inclination for social contacts with an inner reserve and
Integrity. These two qualities are evident in his poetry and
contribute to its inherent vitality.
This vitality of the poet's creation is that which he
brings to the material rather than the vitality of the material
' Itself. "It depends upon his power to fuse and present in wordu
the varied elements which make up his poetic experience .. .and
it is the completeness and intensity and economy with which he
does this which determine the poetic value of his poem.”^ This
criterion may be applied to Flecker's use of color words as
well as to his poetry as a whole, for he has woven the science,
1. Drew, Elizabeth - Discovering Poetry - p. 101
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harmony and beauty of color, with wonderful effect, into his
tapestry.
As the creation reveals the creator, so does Flecker^s
poetry reveal the man, more clearly because of his self-forget-
fulness in his love of beauty and in his determination to com-
municate it through his poetry.
His premature death was a very real loss to English
poetry. The fifty or so poems and the poetical drama he worked
on so carefully more than deserve their tardy recognition. What
he might have written had he lived remains a matter of conjec-
ture. Those who emphasize the loss, may say that experience,
the staff of poetry, was denied him, in full measure; others
may say with Plato that experience takes away more than it adds
the rest of us may believe that “earnestness alone makes life
eternity'* and so, the fine expression of it, eternal.
1. Dlmnet, Ernest - The Art of Thinking - p. 75
2. Powys, John Cowper - The Meaning of Culture - p. 100
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In tracing the significance of color in poetry from
early times until the present, it has proved necessary and in-
teresting to touch upon several broad and related fields of re-
search.
The fields of physics and physiology have provided
explanations of the science of color as light rays, and their
perception by the human eye.
The fields of psychology and therapy have provided
data dealing with associative meanings, their relation to the
phenomenon of color, and the hypothetical response of the indiv-
idual to color as a stimulus. From psychology came also the ex
planation of visual Imagery and theories regarding the response
of the average reader to color-words.
The field of symbology has proved even more inexhaus-
tible than the others, and has provided fascinating evidence of
ithe traditional and predominantly religious meanings attached to
ithe respective and collective colors of the spectrum, from ear-
liest times to the present day.
A brief survey of racial literature (in English trans-
lation) showed a profusion of color terms corresponding to these
Icontemporary traditions. The Influence of this colorful litera-
iture upon the English language has continued with marked slgnifl
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Color development in English literature itself has
. shown cycles of popularity reaching notable peaks in Elizabeth-
an, Romantic and Modern Poetry.
It has been particularly interesting to note that
color words today hold much of their traditional significance
as well as a renewed psychological appeal.
The three representative poets chosen for intensive
study give evidence of marked color-appreciation. Amy Lowell,
with her brilliantly enamelled, “ceramic” surface coloring,
stands as a voluble priestess of color in poetry, or poetry in
color. Walter de la Mare, with his exquisitely subtle, dream-
like tints rayed with silver, may be rightfully called the
Prince of Fantasy. James Elroy Flecker is both Pilgrim and
Merchant to Samarkand, and has woven a tapestry rich in theme
and coloring and substantial in its significance.
1 In a comparison of these three poets, interesting and
significant Individual differences are evident. In many respectt
James Elroy Flecker stands between the other two, combining in





Note: Additional material may be found in the Appendix to this
thesis, with special reference to the chart dealing with
color symbolism.
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CONCLUSION
The foregoing research done In the field of color and
including its rationale and present usage in poetry, has neces-
sarily been far from exhaustive, as both Immediate and related
fields offer an almost incredible complexity of material. Each
field in Itself contains sufficient resources for several thesee
jon this subject. I have, however, tried to trace as clear a
line of association as possible through and between these field£,
and 80 establish enough evidence to Justify my conclusion that
I
the presence and appreciation of color and its representative
[word-symbols have been and still continue to be significant in
contemporary poetry.
My own reaction to the problem seems to me to prove,
in some measure,’ my initial point that color, especially when
accompanied by rhythmic expression, is a very definite stimula-
tion inspiring a finer appreciation and sensitivity to beauty,
and to creative values.
It is my hope that this thesis may suggest to other
students further research along this line, and that they will
find in it as much pleasure and inspiration as I have.
The bird
Of memory
Is never mute - its song
Flutes in the shadow, on a wing
Of light.
- M.F.H.
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*The world is grey to our imprisoned sight.
Oh, let the fog be lifted. Give us lightl'
A mighty wing-tip fringed with prismed rays
Swept from the zenith to the nether ways.
It touched all nature; sky and sea and sod;
Mankind looked heavenward and called it God.
Its brightness broke in shafts of rose above
And men beneath its radiance glowed with love.
Slow spread the purple of approaching dark.
While man in sorrow traced the lengthening mark
Until The Azure One, compassionate.
Taught him to read her starry infinite.
To plot the cycle of recurring springs,
To know the heritage of growing things
From Him who dwells behind the rising sun,
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APPENDIX
Dispersion : Spectrum (ref, p. ^ )
The breaking up of white light by means of a prism Is knowi.
as "dispersion*'. As the light passes through the prism the rays
turn a corner l.e. are bent away from the straight path; the
shorter wave length "violet" bending more than the longer or
"red" rays. Beyond the colored rays visible at the ends of the
spectrum are rays Invisible except through a special medium. Be-
yond the red end are the so-called "infra-red" rays with Intense
heating properties; beyond the violet end are "ultra-violet rays
with powerful chemical proper-
ties. These Invisible rays
are used In therapeutic
treatment.
Infra-red
Complementary Colors (ref. p.5 )
Complementary colors are those which mixed In the right
proportion give white or grey. Y
1. Encyclopedia Brltanlca - vol. 23. p. 200
2. Ibid - Colour - vol. 6 p. 55
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Shutters
Hawaii











The House with the
G-reen Shutters
Hawaii, the Rainbow Land
Tales from Lands of Silver
Green Thursday
The G-olden Bed
Beauty of the Purple




”to see red”; "he has a yellow streak”; "to show the white
feather"; "a blue mood"; "black magic"; "a greenhorn"; "once
In a blue moon" ; "purple passion"; "a brown taste in the
mouth"; "to feel blue as Indigo"; "green with envy"; "a
golden moment"; etcetera
it
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A Device for Tralnlop; Color perception and Subsequent Imagery
color words: clear colors, composite terms, suggested colors
CARGOES
Qulnqueremes of Nineveh, from distant Ophlr,
Rowing home to haven In sunny Palestine





cedarwood, and sweet white wine.
Stately Spanish galleon, sailing from the Isthmus,
Dipping through the waters by the palm-green shore





Topaz and cinnamon and gold moldores.
Dirty British coaster with a salt-caked smoke stack,
Butting through the Channel In the mad March days.
With a cargo of Tyne coal, road-rails, pig-lead.
Fire-wood,. Ironware and cheap tin trays
- John Masefield
See: Chapin, E. & Thomas, R.B. - A New Approach to Poetry
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Comparative Chart of the Development of the Color~Orp;an ( ref .p 9
pytha/2;orean Tetractys ^
(582-507 B.C.)
Maryon( 1881) ^ Finn (1921)^
C red red red '
c# - red-orange vermilion
D - orange orange orange
D# - orange-yellow yellow
E - yellow yellow yellow-green
F - green yellow-green green
F# - green blue-green
Q - blue blue-green turquoise -blue
blue blue
A - Indigo blue-violet Indigo
A# - violet violet
B ' - violet violet-red purple





D - sunny yellow brilliant yellow
A - clear rosy green
E - sapphire blue blulsh-whlte
B • dark blue, steel blulsh-whlte
F# - greyish-green bright blue
Db - dusky, warm violet
Ab - greyish-violet purple-violet
Eb - bluish-grey steel
F mm green red
Brief History :
Aristotle (384-22 B.C.) was an early proponent.
Louis Bertrand Castel ,S . J
.
( 1725) Invented clavecln-oculalre or
color-harpsichord. Curt G-unsevoort, Finn (1881) parallelled
colors of spectrum with chromatic scale, Rlmlngton, English
(1895) Invented color-organ. Other disciples: Mary H. Greenwalt
Phlla., Scriabin, Rlmsky-Korsakoff
,
Stowkowskl, Thomas Wilfred .
Fallacy ; Proposed refutation ;
Light and sound vibrations are dif-
ferent; ear recognizes changes of pitch quicker than eye recog-
nizes changes of color. - But - Selenium can convert rays Into
sound thereby establishing a medium of Interpretation.^
1. Hall, Manly P. - An Encyclopedic Outline of .. .Philosophy
2. pierce, A.D. -”Color and Music” - Amer. Merc . 23: 243-6 Je.'31
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Note: This scheme may be found not to be exact after the
work that is now being done by investigators has been more
thoroughly tested.
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Additional Comments on Color-Symbolism:
^
p.lxxxiv - ”The ancient city of Ecbatana as described by
Herodotus... its seven walls colored according to
the seven planets revealed the knowledge of this
subject possessed by the Persian Magi.
"Also the famous zikkurat or astronomical tower of
the god, Nebo, at Bosdippa ascended in seven great
steps or stages, each. . .painted in the key color of
the planetary bodies, (see also: Lenormant ; Chaldean
MaKic - London 1877!
"In India, one of the Mogul Emperors .. .had a foun-





"In Tibet color is employed by the native artist
to express various moods. 'White and yellow complex-
ions usually typify mild moods, while the red, blue
and black belong to fierce forms, though sometimes
light blue, as indicating the sky, means merely cel-
estial. Generally the gods are pictured white, gob-
lins red, and devils black, like their European rel-
atives.* - Waddell , Austine L. - The Buddhism of Tib< i t
"Ancient system of relating colors to zodiacal
signs: - Arles - red; Taurus - red-orange; Gemini -
orange; Cancer - orange-yellow; Leo- Yellow; Virgo -
yellow-green; Libra - green; Scorpio - green-blue;
Sagittarius - blue; Capricorn - blue-violet: Aquar-
ius - violet; Pisces - violet red (purple)."
Generally speaking the ancients assigned blue to
express the spirit of man (Heaven); yellow for mind
(Earth); and red for the body (Underworld); i.e.
consciousness - blue; intelligence - yellow; force -
red.
"In the original symbolism of the Christian Church,
colors were of first Importance and their use was
regulated according to carefully prepared rules.
"since the Middle Ages, however, careless usage
has led to the lose of deeper emblematic meanings.
"in early church art the colors of robes and orna-
ments also revealed whether a saint had been mar-
tyred as well as the character of the work that he
had done to deserve canonization."
1. Hall, Manly P. - Encyclopedic Outline of .. .Philosophy
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Design for the Western Rose Window
Cathedral of Saint John the Divine, New York
{^hen the window is seen in f^lace, with its architectural sur^
roundings^ this reproduction emphasizes the impossibility of
presenting in any other medium the true richness and brilliance
of stained glass in light.)
By Charles J. Connick
Cram and Ferguson, Architects
THE G-REAT WEST ROSE WINDOW » PATH. OF ST.JOHN THE DIVINE
The Rose Window has long been revered as one of the nroet
beautiful symbols in Christian art. It has been Immortalized
in poetry by Dante, whose Mystic Rose of Paradise may be called
j
the spiritual image of the rose window. His vision suggested
|
the splendor of design in lyrical color and light that should
^
characterize the lacy stonework and Jeweled glass of that archl-i
tectural unit. ...
The dominating central figure of Christ in Glory is en-
riched by the symbols of the Seven Gifts of the Spirit and by a ij
choir of angels that radiates from the center and announces the i;
central theme of Praise and Prayer. Eight related pieces are
ieveloped as symbols of the Beatitudes that unite conceptions of;!
Heavenly Love and Wisdom with Virtue among men. The four dls- j'
tinctlve ‘’petal” unite near the outer rim are enriched with f ig- '|
ares of the Four Evangelists . Seraphim , symbols of Divine Love
,
ji
Burround them in the tracery and so announce the New Dispensation
These contrast with four secondary groups, enriched by the Four]
i^a.lor Prophets , surrounded by cherubim , symbols of Divine wisdom s
announcing the Old Dispensation that was prophetic of the New.
The entire conception is based upon a belief in the spon-
;
Wneous emotional appeal of pure color alive in light. It be-
;
|Longs to the region of poetry and should enrich that great stone;
fabric from sunrise to sunset with implications of spiritual
|peauty beyond the reach of mere words. A great window against
[the sky is like an orchestra of bells and harps in the wind. It
j
f
s of the color of the weather and its symt>honic splendors vary !
1th the passing hours.
'1
I
Possibly no tradition of the Middle Ages is more enduring 'i
jthan the symbolism related to color. That tradition is remark- i
kbly true to our own emotional responses to direct appeals of I
pure colors. ...
I Musicians have traditions relating color to sound, and
!
lovers of music often think of instruments in terms of color. It
|
Is in this region that the artist in glass feels very much at
home. The color in light of a great stained-glass window vibrates
with a vitality like nothing else in visual art. ... !
I One can say of this design for the western rose of Saint
!
John the Divine that it should sing to the glory of God in a
parm center of reds and golds, rayed forth by brilliant angels of;
Praise and prayer into a vast quatrefoil of reds, golds and blue^
!t,o symbolize the New Dispensation against the cooling triangles
|
Of blues and deeper reds that typify the Old Dispensation to j!
complete the circle - the symbol of the Infinite perfection of
the Almighty.





I Note: Rhelms has a Rose window
Palma Cathedral " "
Notre Dame " " "
St . John the Divine ”
35 feet in diameter i;
*6 '* II M




XDETAIL FROM WINDOW - WINCHESTER CATHEDRAL
St . John the Evangelist - from East window of choir -
Winchester Cathedral, London, England
Colors used In a Miracle Play of tde Middle Ages
Scarlet - (rose) symbolizes: love, truth, health, beauty
(vermilion) ” : Jealousy, shame, passion







Colors used in Old Religious Paintings
Red and white roses in St. Celia's garland
Gold coat of St. Joseph; nimbus - symbol of light and divinity
Blue mantle of Christ, of the Virgin and of St. John
Purple - worn by the Magdalene and the Madonna and Jesus after
j
the crucifixion.
! Dull yellow - (black over gold) - garment of Judas the betrayer
j
inconstancy, deceit. Jealousy
Black used as background in paintings of saints - symbolizes
tribulation.
!
White used as background in painting of saints - chastity.
j
i White lilies for Virgin Mary and for St. Anthony of Padua, St.
Catherine of Siena, St. Casmir, St. Clara, St.
Nicholas of Tolentlno.
: royalty, suffering, martyrdom
: hope, love of divine works, serenity of




: faith, immortality. Justice, faithfulness
; tribulation and spiritual darkness




signify love are painted in scarlet
n H It II II It
" wisdom " " " blue
See: Farmer, Ellz. - A Tale of the Five Mystic Colors - After
A Miracle Play of the Middle Ages - Sch.Arts 30^501-5 Ap.’31







COAT OF ARMS OF KIN& ARTHUR OF THE RQTTNT^ tart.t?
Heraldry ; the Science of Armorial Bearings ; distinguishing
symbols adopted by tribes, nations, families or
chieftains
.
Greek and Roman poets describe the devices borne on the
shields of heroes, and many such painted
shields are pictured on antique vases.
Hebrew standards of tribes bore figures devised from the
prophecy of Jacob; a wolf for Benjamin; a
lion-whelp for Judah; a ship for Zebulon.
China bore as her symbol the five-clawed dragon of divine
royalty.
Japan assigned to her emperor the Chrysanthemum.
Medieval Italian Insignia Included the red pellets of the
Medici embroidered on fabric.
Mexico's eagle banner is traced to the eagle symbol of
Montezuma.
Totemism was the forerunner of heraldry.
Heraldic Blazonry ;
two metals; gold (or), silver (argent)
five colors; red (gules), blue (azure), black (sable),




furs; ermine (white with black tails)
vair (white and blue skins alternated)
- used to vary fields and charges (backgrounds)
Examples;
Hero of a fifteenth century romance; -
"His shield was black and blue, sanz fable.
Barred of azure and of sable."
Edward III quartered the old arms of France
"azure powdered with fleurs-de-lys gold"
Arms of King Arthur; - see next page
See; Encyclopedia Brltanlca - vol.ll pp.456ff
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Etymology of Color Words
In tracing tlie development of color words In our Ian-
j
guage, particularly in poetry, it is interesting to note that
the seventeenth century poetry drew aid from the field of phys-
ics, the most ideal of the sciences; the eighteenth century hor'‘
rowed from biology, the most picturesque of the sciences; the
nineteenth century owes a color debt to chemistry, the utilltar<'
Ian science; and the twentieth century looks to the field of
fashion. Thus the sciences have rendered our age more sensi-
tive to color as well as Increasing our color vocabulary for !
literary use,^
2
Derivation of color words in current use .
azure - derived through the Romance languages and medieval Lat-
in ( lazurlus
,
lazulus, azura) ; from Arabic (al-lazward)
or Persian (lajward) the precious blue rock or stone
(see Latin - lapis lazuli - blue stone) from which gen-
uine ultramarine is made. Azure has become a common syn*-
onym for blue with little if any distinction of hue.
Used as a literary term by Tennyson in ”The Brook’* ('her
eyes a bashful azure”) and by Shakespeare in ’’The Tem-
pest” (’’the azured vault"). By erroneous usage azure
has been associated with the sky and so has come to
mean "sky-blue".
buff - from buffalo, anglicized spelling of Italian bufalo(froBi
Greek boubalos) - the common Old World ox of a yellowiski
brown color; its hide was used in soldiers* uniforms in
former days.
cinnabar red - (zlnnobar) came through the Latin from the Greek;
was used 2,500 years ago as the name for the mineral,







G.R. -"Color in Science and Poetry"- Scientific
Monthly Ja’30; 30:71-78




crimson , carmine - from the 15th century; spelled cremesln fron
Middle Latin cremesinus - carmesinus, bluish red dye
from the Kermes Insect, the source of the original
scarlet dye later made from cochineal and now a sales
term.
dun - a very old term, seemingly taken Into Old English fron.
some Celtic language prior to 900; meaning the color
of a mouse, a cow or an ass; 1000 A.D. - "ass-dun";
dull, slightly brownish grey.
gold and yellow - have a single origin. .. through the Anglo Sax-
on from the primitive Indo-European word ghel - yellon
or to be yellow.
green - from the Anglo Saxon grene - vegetable growth; Is one
of the oldest color names in human language; used 700
times in Old English writings.
.lade green - indefinite in color; found first in Spanish in
1569, pledra de yjada - colic stone; French
plerre de Jade; English Jade,
hazel - a very old color name; color of shell or ripe hazelnut
lavender - appeared near end of 17th century; color is that of
the flower of Lavendula vera.
tan - colloquial Latin ( tannum) from the Celtic. . .through the
French from Old Breton. .. tann - the oak bark for
tanning.
nut-brown - a generic term; used as color term before I300.
ochre - from ancient Greek (ochros); used in Homer along with
chloros to express pallor of face from fear in battle;
implied a greenish tinge; ochros - yellowish tone.
After Homer's time ochos applied to yellowish native
earth (mineral) - a generic term.
purple - both in English and ancient Greek it refers to that
color-sense which is a mixture of red and blue. Homei'
used it metaphorically, meaning sombre ideas.
i rose - the flower is one of man's leading symbols; first
flower to be cultivated; crowned "queen of flowers"
by Sappho in 700 B.C.;...ls the most famous epithet
in history; see Homer's "rosy- fingered dawn"; rose
red as color name - since 1300 A.D.
russet - from Old French (rousset, rosset, rous, roux) from
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In all Romance and Teutonic languages from the begin-
ning of the 13th century; also in modern Salvlc and I
Turkish (adaptation of western probably); perhaps froli
Persian (saqalat, sigalat, suglet) - a red cloth dyed
with Kermes ( insect living on a species of oa^ in
Southern Asia and Europe); is the oldest recorded dye'
stuff; is the tola or tolaschani of Hebrew Scriptures
the coccus of ancient Greeks and Romans; discovery in
Mexico (1550) of the cochineal bug developed a strong
er and more permanent dye.
Tyrian, one of the most famous colors in history from
the time of the ancient Greeks; (see Pliny); a dye
taken from certain sea-snails called purpura
haemas toms
.
is believed to come from the Icelandic name for the
color of wolves; this association has given the word
the suggestion of fear, darkness, evll...(l)
color of new life in vegetation, virility; see root-
derivations meaning life, strength etc.: Latin (vlrides
French (vert), Spanish (verde), Italian (vlrlde), Turk-
ish (yezil)
,
Persian (sabz) etc. (2)
H. - Psychology and Tradition of Color - p. 108
pp. 6-10






The wind, the star, the cloud,
Ever before mine eyes.
As to an altar bowed.
Light and dew-laden airs
Offer in sacrifice.
The offerings arise:
Hazes of rainbow light.
Pure crystal, blue, and gold.
Through dreamland take
their flight;
And mid the sacrifice
God moveth as of old.
William Butler Yeats
2
The Song of Wandering Aengus
I went out to the hazel wood.
Because a fire was in my head.
And cut and peeled a hazel wand.
And hooked a berry to a thread;
And when white moths were on the wing.
And moth-like stars were flickering out,
I dropped the berry in a stream
And caught a little silver trout.
When I had laid it on the floor
I went to blow the fire aflame.
But something rustled on the floor.
And someone called me by my name:
It had become a glimmering girl
With appleblossora in her hair
Who called me by my name and ran
And faded through the brightening air.
When I am old with wandering
Through hollow lands and hilly lands,
I will find out where she has gone.
And kiss her lips and take her hands;
And walk among long dappled grass.
And pluck till time and times are done
The silver apples of the moon.
The golden apples of the sun.
Similar to 7/alter de la Mare in coloring and Imagery, thesis
two poets share his fantasy and dream- coloring more closely than
other contemporaries.
1. Saunders, G. DeW. & Nelson, J.H. - Chief Modern Poets of
England and America (Anthology) - p. 115
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Aiken, Conrad (compiler) - A Comp rehe ns ive Anthology of Aiaeri ~
can Poetry - Modern Library N.Y.1929
A convenient but limited reference
Amy Lowell, Ezra pound.
Aiken, Conrad (compiler) - Modern American Poetry - Modern
Library, N.Y. 192?
Contains representative poems by
Amy Lowell.
Auslander, Joseph & Hill, Frank E. - The winged Horse -
Doubleday, Doran & Co. Inc., Garden
City, N. Y. 1929
Excellent reference for periods
and poets; origin and development of
poetry; good bibllog.; de la Mare,
Lowell, Flecker and contemporaries.
Ayscough, Florence - ^ Chinese Mirror - Houghton Mifflin Co.
N. Y. 1925
Excellent reference for Chinese
customs and color symbolism, modern.
Ayscough, Florence - Tu Fu. The Biography of a Chinese Poet -
Houghton Mifflin, N.Y. 1933
Representative Chinese poetry care-
fully translated; color words.
Babbitt, Edwin B. - Wonders of Light and Color - Babbitt & Co.
N.Y. 1886
Interesting as reference for dev-
elopment of color theories; fanati-
cal in places; some good points.
* References of particular value
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Bernstein, M. - Colour and Art In Dally Life - trans. E.Granger
Watkln - Methuen & Co. Ltd., London 1928
Fairly good reference for color usage In
ancient times; some symbolism.
Betts, George Herbert, Ph.D. - The Mind and Its Education .
3 ed. rev. 1923 - D. Appleton
Co. N.Y. 1906
Good reference for psychological data; excel
lent authority; color Imagery; color In litera-
ture etc.
Bridge, Ann - Peking Picnic - Little Brown & Co. Boston 1932
A novel with exact descriptive passages of
the use of color In China. (Verified by present
residents.) Interesting but Incidental.
Briggs, Wallace Alvin (compiler) - Great poems of the English
Language - Tudor pub. Co.
N.Y. 1933
A huge anthology; representative poetry of
Amy Lowell, W. de la Mare and J.E. Flecker.
Bucke, Richard Maurice - Cosmic Consciousness - E.P. Dutton
& Co. N.Y. 1923
Gives background and development of mysti-
cism and Its symbolism; development of the per-
ception of color and languages In different
races. Not Indispensable.
Bynner, Witter and Klang Kang-hu - The Jade Mountain - A.A.Knop:
N.Y. 1933
Comparative coniment regarding different typeii
of poetry; emphasis on Chinese; excellent ex-
amples containing color words.
Carpenter, H. Barrett - Suggestions for the Study of Poetry -
H.B. Carpenter Sch. of Art, London 1993
Good reference for physiological aspect of
color; decorative value of color In different
countries; some_Dsy^hologlcal comment. ^
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^ Carter, Owne B. - A Series of the Ancient Painted Glass of
Winchester Cathedral - John Weale, London
1845
Book of colored plates of windows; in-




Chapin, E. & Thomas, R.B. - A New Approach to Poetry - Unlv.
I
of Chic, press 1929
Suggestions for development of color per-
ception in the teaching of poetry; poem with
color words underlined . with corresponding
I
crayon color.
Churchward, John - The Sacred Symbols of Mu - Ives Washburn
N.Y. 1933
One of a trilogy dealing with archaeologi-
cal discoveries pointing to the ancient civi-





f Conroy, Ellen - The Symbolism of Color - David McKay Co. Phlla.
Extensive material dealing with physics,
physiology, psychology of color; also with
i
therapy, literary usage evidenced in the
writings of famous poets of all races; much




Cranmer-Byng, Lawrence - Vision of Asia - Farrar & Rhinehart
Inc. N.Y. 1933
A presentation of the philosophy of the
Orient and its expression in symbolism.
Cutler, C.G. & Peppher, S.C. - Modern Color - Harvard Unlv.
press, Cambridge 1923
Excellent reference for physical and
physiological terms, definitions, usage etc.
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Dearborn, Francis R. - How tbe Indians Lived - G-inn & Co.
Boston 1927
Brief comment on use and primitive
manufacture of color by the Indians.
Dllly Tante (ed.) - Living Authors
.
A Book of Biographies
H.W. Wilson Co. N.Y. 1931
Biographical sketch of Walter de la
Mare; bibliography.
de la Mare, Walter - Collected Poems of - Henry Holt & Co
N.Y. 1920
Representative collection of author's
poetry; Interesting earlier poems included
de la Mare, Walter - Down~Adown~Derry
. A Book of Fairy Poems -
lllustr. by Dorothy Lathrop - Henry Holt
4 Co. N.Y. 1922
A particularly delightful collection of
fairy-poems for children (or appreciative
adults) ; exquisitely Illustrated; valuabl€f
source material.
Dimnet, Ernest - The Art of Thinking, - Simon & Schuster N.Y.
1929
Incidental reference; interesting com-
ment on methods of writing; used In crlti
cal appraisal of authors.
Drew, Elizabeth - Dlscove ring Poetry - W.W. Norton & Co. N.Y.
1933
Comment on poetry; what it Is to author
and to reader; fair basis for evaluation.
Drlnkwater, John - Twentieth Century poetry - Houghton Mifflin
Canby, H.S. Co. N.Y. 1929
Benet, W.R.
Representative poetry and brief com-
ment on de la Mare, Lowell, Flecker; given
"The Golden Journey to Samarkand" often




Dunlap, Knight - The Elements of Scientific Psychology -
C.B. Moshy Co. St. Louis, Mo. 1922
G-ood reference for correlation of scientif-
ic aspect of color and literary usage, evalu-
ated psychologically.
Eastman, Max - The En.loyment of Poetry - Scribners Sons N.Y.
1926
Interesting reading for background in
poetic appreciation.
Encyclopedia Americana - "Color" - v,7, pp. 306-11
"poetry" - v.22, pp. 276-8
"Amy Lowell" - v.l7, p.663
Brittanica -"Colour" - v.6, p.55
- V.23, pp. 199-208
"Heraldry" - v.ll, pp.456 ff
"Vision" - V.23, pp. 199-208
"principles of Art" - v.2, p.443
"poetry" - v.l8, pp. 106-7
"de la Mare, W.J." - v.7, p.l48
"Flecker, J.E." - v.9, pp. 3^6-7
"Lowell, Amy" - v.l4, pp. 441-2
"Flags" - v.9, pp. 3^2-3
International - "Colored Hearing" - v.5, pp. 622-3
Sinica - "Music" - p. 388
"Yin and Yang" - p. 615
Felkln, F.W. - Goethe - A Century After - Oxford press 1932
Incidental comment on art and poetry; for
critical background.
Flecker, James Elroy - Don Juan, A Play in Three Acts -
A. A. Knopf N.Y. 1925
A modernized version of the Don Juan theme;
some exquisite poetry; play only fair as such.
Flecker, Jagies Elroy - Hassan , A Play in Five Acts -
A. A. Knopf N.Y. 1926
A picturesque and colorful fantasy containing
exquisite poetry including "Yasmln" and the Pro-
logue and Epilogue to "The Golden Journey to S."
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French, Roy L. - Recent Poetry from America, England, Ireland
,
and Canada - D.C. Heath & Co. Boston 1926
Anthology containing a few poems of each
author studied; some critical comment. Not
indispensable
.
* Goldring, Douglas - James Elroy Flecker - Chapman & Hall, Ltd.
London 1922
Invaluable reference: an appreciation and
excellent biographical notes.
Goldring, Douglas - Reputations
,
’’James Elroy Flecker" -
Thomas Seltzer N.Y. 1920
A condensed version of the later biography;
more objective; less appealing; unimportant.




General aesthetic background; poetry, its
essence, definition and criteria; incldentax.
Gullck, Charles B. - Life of the Ancient Greeks - D. Appleton
Co. N.Y. 1902
Interesting comment on use of color by the
ancient Greeks; dyes. Jewels, murals, clothing
religious customs, etc.
Gulllck, T.J. & Timbs
,
J. - Paintinp; Popularly Explained -
Kent & Co. London 1859
Traces art of ancient times: its develop-
ment, use of color, symbolism etc.
Hall, Manly p. - ^n Encyclopedic Outline of Masonic . Hermetic .
Cabbalistic
.
and Rosicrucian Symbolical Phil-
osophy - II. S. Crocker & Co. Inc. San Francisco
California 1928
An amazing piece of research touching brief
ly upon the subjects suggested in the title; a
bird's-eye view of the religions and mysteries
of the ages; copiously Illustrated; a museum
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Hodges, MyrtiB - Life Interpreted through Color - The Elizabeth
Towne Co. Inc. - Holyoke, Mass. 1926
A popularized presentation of color and Its
psychological effect; chromopathlc suggestions
Interesting but unimportant except for certain
references to symbolism.
Hodgson, Geraldine E. - Criticism at a Venture - Ersklne
MacDonald Ltd. London 1919
Excellent reference for background of the
times; discussion of the Parnassian School and
of James Elroy Flecker; also brief comment on
de la Mare.
Irwin, Beatrice - The New Science of Color - privately printed
N.Y. 1915
Extensive discussion of physiological, psy-
chological and therapeutic uses of color; com-
ments on racial symbolism and literary usage.
« Jennings
,
Hargrave - The Rosl crucians - Dutton, N.Y. London 18< 7
Invaluable and excellent review of color
symbolism In all ancient races, and radial
hypotheses to the present day.
Kunltz, Stanley J.- Authors Today and Yesterday - H.W. Wilson
Co. N.Y. 1933
Biographical sketches of James Elroy Flecke]'
and Amy Lowell.
Lampe, J. Bodewalt (compiler) - Star Songs from the Grand Qperafl
Jerome H. Remlck & Co. N.Y.
Consulted for French and English transla-
tions of Goethe's "Mlgnon”; compared with
Flecker's translation of It.
Leadbetter, C.W. - Man Visible and Invisible - John Lane -
Bodey Head N.Y. 1903
Exposition of theosophlcal Interpretation
of color.
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Not as colorful as her other collections.
Lowell, Amy - Can Grande * s Castle - Houghton Mifflin Co. Boston
1918
Much color; polyphonic prose.
Lowell, Amy - ^ Dome of Many-Coloured Glass - Houghton Mifflin
Co. Boston 1912
Earlier poems; more lyrical than colorful.




Lowell, Amy & Ayscough, Florence - Fir-Flower Tablets - Houghton
Mifflin Co. Boston 1921
Excellent introduction by F. Ayscough regarding;
Chinese poetry; vivid poems in the oriental style.
« Lowell, Amy Legends - Houghton Mifflin Co. Boston 1921
Interesting preface by author; colorful legendt
of different peoples; excellent examples of color
values; brilliant, many-hued, symbolic.
Lowell, Amy - Men. Women . and Ghosts - Houghton, Mifflin Co.
Boston 1916
Some color value; physical perception and psy-
chological reaction.




I Good examples of brief color studies.

Lowell, Amy - Sword Blades and Poppy Seeds - Houghton Mifflin Co
Boston 191^
!
Interesting preface dealing with Imaglsm; colorj
ful poems; impressionistic. 1
Lowell, Amy - What * s Q * clock - Houghton Mifflin Co. Boston 1925
( posthumous
)
More delicate coloring; more subjective poetry.
Lucklesh, M. - Color and its Application - D. Van Nostrand Co.
Scientific data concerning color; from the
fields of physics, physiology and psychology.
^'Lucklesh, M. The Language of Color - Dodd, Mead & Co. N. Y.
1925
Excellent reference for color symbolism and
literary usage.
Lucklesh, M. - Light and Health - Williams and Wilkins Co.
Baltimore 1925
Good general reference for light- therapy
.
Mabie, Hamilton W. - Essays on Books and Culture - Dodd, Mead &
Co. N.Y. 1896
Critical appreciation of culture in the sense
of ”clarified experience"; Justification for art.
Maerz, A. & Paul, M.R. - £ Dictionary of Color - McGraw Hill
Book Co. Inc. N.Y. 1930
Excellent reference for origin and development
of color nomenclature in English as derived from
other languages.
•mead. William E. - "Colour in the English and Scottish Ballads"
fr. ^ English Miscellany - Oxford - Clarendon
Press 1901
Shows Increase of use and development of color
words in the ballads in comparison with the few in
Old English poetry. Valuable reference.

B10
Mead, William C. - Colour In Old English, poetry - Publication of
the Modern Language Association of America -
New Series VII: 2; volxiv:2 - 1899
Use of color words in Old English Poetry.
Valuable reference.
Methuen, A. (compiler) - ^ Anthology of Modern Verse - Methuen
& Co. Ltd. London 1921 (School ed.)
Excellent preface by Robert Lynd. Selected
poems by de la Mare and James Elroy Flecker.
Milne, A. A. - When We Were Very Young - E.P. Dutton & Co. N.Y.
1927
One poem cited as comparative
reference ("The Island" see chapter on
Walter de la Mare)
.
Moullpied, A.T.de - The Q.uest for Color - Ernest Benn Ltd.
London 195^
The field of color in the light of physics,
physiology, psychology, literary usage and
symbology. A good reference; covers own
field and corroborates other authorities.
Ouspensky, P.D. - 4 New Model of the Universe - A. A. Knopf
N.Y. 1931
Philosophical, psychological and esoteric
theories regarding symbolism in general;
three referencds to color.
Parkhurst
,
Helen Huss - Beauty
.
An Interpretation of Art and the
Imaginative Life - Harcourt, Brace & Co.
N.Y. 1930
Excellent for aesthetic background; quot-
able and comparative material. One perfect
paragraph descriptive of the poetry ( essence
)
of Walter de la Mare - by analogy. Color
comments
.
Pearson, Ralph M. - Experiencing Pictures - Brewer Warren &
Putnam N.Y. 1932
Color from the artist's standpoint; and
from a scientific view also.

^11
Portal, F. - "Symbolic Colours in Antiquity, tlie Middle Ages,
and Modern Times" - from (translated for) (Quarter
ly Papers in Architecture - vol. ii,iii,iv -
Part IV Arch.VI - ed. & pub. by John Weale
London 1844
Invaluable reference. Basic for symbolism,
heraldry, mythology, liturgical iconography.
Powys, John Cowper - The Meaning of Culture - W.W. Norton Co.
N.Y. 1929
Interesting because of analogies used in ap-




Hylda - The Psychology and Tradition of Color -
C.W. Daniel Co. London 1924
Good source material; some of unique origin;
reviews use of color from the standpoint of
physics, of physiology, therapy, literary usage,
philology, symbolism and radial hypotheses.
Richards, Mrs. Waldo - Star Points '21
High Tide '16 - Houghton Mifflin Co.
Love ' s Highway '27 N.Y., Boston
Popular anthologies of poetry (largely contem-
porary); used for reference to certain poems of
Walter de la Mare, Amy Lowell and James Elroy
Flecker. Not indispensable.
Saint, L.B. & Arnold, Hugh - Stained Glass of the Middle Ages
in England and France - Adam &
Charles Black, London 1913
Reference for background of the subject;
colored plates are interesting but much like
those in Carter's series. Some reference to
color symbolism.
Squire, J.C. (ed.) - The Collected Poems of James Elroy Flecker
Doubleday, Page & Co. N.Y. 1916
Interesting and valuable Introduction by com-
piler; excellent collection of poems by Flecker.

straiten, E. Valentia - The Celestial Ship of the North -- 2vols,
Albert & Charles Bonl
,
N.Y. 192?
Invaluable material for color symbolism; copi-
ous research over a wide field of racial religi-
on, philosophy and folk lore. Basic for much of
color chart.
Taylor, J. Scott - Treatise on Colours and pip;ments - with
special reference to Field* s Chromatography -
Winsor & Newton London IB85
Some discussion of physics and physio-psycholo
gy of color and of racial development.
Tltchener, Edward B. - 4 Primer of Psychology - Macmillan Co.
London 19 10
Good reference for brief, simple definitions
of psychological terms.
Tltchener, Edward B. - Experimental Psychology - Macmillan Co.
N.Y. 1929
Good technical reference; verification of
other authorities.
Untermeyer, Louis - Modern British Poetry - Harcourt Brace & Co.
N. Y. 1930
A well outlined preface giving background and
comparative comment; poems by de la Mare and by
Flecker.
Waddell, Helen (translator) - Lyrics from the Chinese -
Houghton Mifflin Co. Boston 1913
Chinese poetry; some color words; interesting
incidentally but inferior to those of Witter
Bynner.
Wagner, Charles A. - Prize Poems - 1913-1929 Boni pub. N.Y.
1930
Less well known poetry of contemporary poets;
incidental reference to Amy Lowell.
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Wahn, Nora - The House of Exile - Little Brown & Co. Boston 1933
First hand Information on Chinese customs; use
of color for festivals, clothing etc; background.
Weber, F.W. - Artist ' s Figments - B. Van Nostrand Co. N.Y.1923
Development of pigments and their use. Contains
a few good statements regarding color as such.
Weinberg, Louis - Color in Everyday Life - Moffat, Yard & Co.
N. Y. 1918
Exposition of the physiological and psychologi-
cal effect of color.
Whltford, w.G. - Introduction to Art Education - Appleton Co.
N.Y. 1931
Tests of Measurement in Art. Incidental material.
Wilkinson, Bonaro - The Poetic Way of Release - A. A. Xnopf
N.Y. 1931
Excellent reference for poetry background and
comparison; poetry by de la Mare, Flecker and
Lowell with comments.
Wlnwar, Frances - Poor Splendid Wings - Little Brown & Co.
Boston 1933
Interesting as background for the period; Pre-
Raphaelites and their use of color. Fiction.
Wolfe, Humbert - Dialogues and Monologue s - A. A. Knopf
N.Y. 1929
Discussion of the craft of verse; special men-
tion of Flecker; definition of "authority".
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Betts, George Herbert - The Distribution and Functions of
Mental Imagery - T.C. Columbia Contribu-
tions to Education - No. 26, T.C. Columbia
Unlv. N.Y. 1909
Excellent reference In field of psychology;
tests for Imagery with results; Important conclu
slons; Invaluable material; excellent authority.
Brocklngton, A. Allen - Browning and the Twentieth Century -
Prepared as a Ph.D. Dissertation - pub.
by Oxford Unlv. press London 1932
Excellent reference for 19th and 20th century
poetry; references to J.E. Flecker, W. de la Mare,
and general references to poetry as such.
Gale, Ann Van Nice - Children* s Preferences for Color , Color-
Combinations and Color-Arrangements -
Unlv. of Chicago Press 1933
Valuable reference containing tests and psy
chologlcal data.
# Pratt, Alice Edwards The Use of Color In the Verse of the
English Romantic Poets - Unlv. of Chicago
press - 1696 ( Ph.D. Dissertation)
Excellent source of Information regarding the
use of color words In English poetry from Chaucer
through Browning, with especial emphasis upon the




Austin, Caroline F. "Applied Color Harmonies'* - Practical Home
Economics - 11:226 July* 32
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Birren, Faber - "A Chart to Illustrate the Fundamental Discrep-
ancies of Color Study in Physics, Art and
psychology" - Psychological Review - 37:271-3
1930
Charts as indicated; color comment.
Birren, Faber - "What the physicist Offers to Color Study" -
School Arts Mag. 30:552-5 My. '31
Grood reference; brief, concise.
Birren, Faber - "What the psychologist Offers to Color Study" -
School Arts Ma^ . - 30:624-6 Je.'31
Discussion of theories of color perception
• (Ladd Franklin theory etc.); psychological as-
pects of color; assumptions; proof.
Dunlap, Knight - "Color" - American Mercury 21:333-36 1930
Excellent article; scientific; sane; em-
phasis on color meaning as "associative" only.
Excellent authority.
Farmer, Elizabeth - "A Tale of the Five Mystic Colors" - School
Arts Mag . 30:501-5 Ap,'31
Pageant after Miracle Play of the Middle
Ages; symbolism of colors following medieval
adaptation in paintings etc.
Gable, Katherine Lee - "Teaching Color Appreciation" - Practica] .
Home Economics - 10:255 Sept. '32
Discussion of color; its nature and psycho-
logical use in modern times. Incidental reference
Gilbert, H. Nelson - "An Experiment with Colored and Uncolored
Advertisements" - Journal of Applied psy -
chology - 17:49-55 1933
Brief research problem; statistics on re-
sults; psychological point used in thesis.

G-regson, Geoffrey - "Ttie Creation of Beauty: James Elroy Flecker
and the East" - Bookman ( London )
79:244 Jan. 1931
Brief comment on Flecker's ability; his
attitude toward the East; "The Gates of
Damascus"; otherwise incidental.
"'Hassan* Thrills London, en Route to New York and Points West
Current Opinion - 76:74 Jan. 1924
Comments on Flecker's dramatic ability
and the reception of his play, posthumously
presented
.
"'Hassan' by James Elroy Flecker"- Current Opinion 77:322
Sept. '24
Enthusiastic comment by George Bernard
Shaw on Flecker's play; comment on style;
brief but good reference.
"'Hassan'" - Living Age 319:385 Nov. 24,1923
Brief dramatic criticism of Flecker's
play; kaleidoscopic effect of same; etc.
Hind, C. Lewie - "Two Poets: Thomas Hardy and Flecker" -
Outlook 139:297 Feb. 25, 1925
Fair comparison of the two poets; good
comment on Flecker's style and subjective
reserve
.




Short article on modern tendency toward
color; aesthetic comment. Incidental.
Lutz, Frank E. - "Invisible Colors of Flowers and Butterflies"




Discussion of ultra-violet rays as re-
flected by flowers and butterflies. Inter-
esting but incidental.
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MacDonald, Alec - “James Elroy Flecker” - Fortnlp^titly Review
319:385 Feb. ’24
Comparison of Flecker with Rupert Brooke;
fair dramatic comment on play "Hassan".
MacDougall, R. - "The Colored Words of Art” - Psych . Review
vol. 20: 505 - 16
,
1913
Title misleading in direct sense; means
lyric quality; unimportant as reference.
McClusky, F. Dean - "Basic Values in Visual-Sensory Instruction
Education vol.LV: 0*3^ pp- 65-69
Reference dealing with literary usage of
word patterns; good comment regarding concrete
as well as verbal imagery.
Palmer, Herbert E. - "James Elroy Flecker: Poet of the Sun" -
Bookman ( London) 82:282 Sept. 1932
Interesting, concise comment on Flecker's
style and personality; dramatic criticism of
his play "Hassan".
i Pelikan, Alfred G. - "The Study of Color" - School Arts Mag.
28:16 Sept. '28
‘ An arbitrary chart of color symbolism; com
ment on children's natural response to color.
Pierce, Arthur D. - "Color and Music" - American Mercury
^•.243-^6, Je.*31
Origin and development of the color-organ;
comparative scales; see appendix of this thesis
Interesting but Incidental.
R.R. - "Our Familiar Use of Symbols" - Christian Science
Monitor : Home Forum Page - Jan. 9, 1933
Good though brief reference; symbolism of
color in foreign lands; comment upon Imagiste
and Parnassian Schools of Poetry.
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Rugg, Winifred King - "A Blue Anthology '* - Christian Science
Monitor : Home Forum Page - Sept. 8, 1933
Interesting article tracing the use of
the color blue by modern poets: Amy Lowell,
Rupert Brooke: Emily Dickinson etc.
Ranck, Emma - ’’Leisure Hours” - School Arts Mag . 28:48, Sept. ' 28
Comment on the proportionate value of
literature and painting; old Chinese proverb
which is quoted in thesis.
Rexford, Orcella (B.S.) - ”How to Make Color WoUk for You” -
Psych . Mag . Dec. 1928 & Jan. 1929
(also in pamphlet reprint)
Popular presentation of the complete field
of color; scientific, symbolic; interesting;
arbitrary in places.
Robinson, Henry Morton - ’’Science Gets the Confession” - The
Forum Jan. 1935
Discussion and comment upon the value of
psychology to criminology; especial mention
of the use of color in obtaining confessions.
Schmeckebler, Lawrence - ’’Psychology of Color” - American Merc .
“26: 19<5-$,Je. ’32
Discussion among modern critics regarding
the place of the psychology of color in art
criticism. Good reference for physiological
and psychological effects of color.
Stewart, Dr. George R.jr. - ’’Color in Science and poetry” -
Scientific Monthly 30: 71-8 , Jan.
’
30
Valuable reference for survey of the use
of color words in the poetry of the 17th,
18th, 19th, and 20th centuries. Follows the
research of Maerz and Paul in their Diction-
ary of Color.
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Tilton, Florence - "Art as a Factor in Character Development" -
School Arts Mas . 28:259, Jan. ‘29
G-eneral comment: aesthetic, Incidental.
"When Art is Warm or Cold" - Literary Digest 107:18 0*25, 193(1
Comment on the psychology and philosophy
of color: quoted fr. Hermann Schletten.
Wolfe, Julia W. - "Colors are the Expression of the Day" -
School Arts ?,Tag . 30:489-91, Ap.’31
Comments on classic and romantic princi-
ples of art and color; Pre-Raphaelite in-
fluence, etc.
"The Wright Idea" - A.D. Hewlett - PaintersFa^azine - pp8-10
"Color on Machinery" - June 1931
A significant article on the use of
color in industry: especially in factories
for psychological effect, for prevention
of eye strain and as a protective measure.
Bulletins
"Light in the Treatment of Disease" - Bulletin of Health News
Radio Broadcast No. 3^ - U. S.
Public Health Service, Treasury
Dept. Washington, D.C. (G--4-A)
Physics and physiology of color; its
therapeutic use in the ultra-violet ray, etc,
"Sunlight in the Care and Prevention of Disease" - public
Health Broadcast No. 349, Nov.l '29
(as above)
Similar to the bulletin commented on abovii
;
somewhat more detailed; comments upon infra-




Aaron (breastplate) - 19,23
absorption - 5^
actinic - 13
advertising (color in) - 13
,
1^
AE (Russell, G.) - 55, 56, 62, xv
Africa - 6
Agamemnon - 22












Babbitt, E. - 9
ballads, Eng. - 33
bees - 25
Betts, G.H. - 15,16








































China - 6 , 17, 20 , 22 , 24 , 28 ,48 , xli




Chromaes thesia - lo
Chromopathy - 9
clavllux - 9 , 19 ,lv
‘Color*- 88
color in business - 12,13
Color-Chart - vlfi
color-phrases - ii
color-words (dev.) - 29ff
,
iv





complementary col. - 5, i











de la Mare - 54-63,64,67,62,
83,86






K . - 12,16


















factories (use of color) - 12
Flaubert - 66
Flecker - 64-85,86
fleur de lis - 25, xM
Fra Angelico - 50 .
French (poetry) - 33,42,65'
Fort, P. - 42
Goethe - 65,74
gold - 20 =
Goldsmith - 36
Gothic ( cathedral) - 18
Gray, Th. - 35
Greece - 23,24,25 ;18,19,20,22
Greek (mysteries) -(28,30)21,27
" (poetry) - 74,77,78-79
green - 25
grey - 26



































































Lathrop, D. - 63
Latin (poets) - 30
literary (usage) - 29,31
liturgical iconogr. - 18,20,21
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Napoleon - 25 Samarthians - 28
Narayan - 24 Sassoon;. Sc - 67
Nordic - 57 Satan - 25,26
North Amer. Indian 25 Saturn - 27
Scandinavian - 6,20,25
scarlet - 21
Old Eng. poetry - 33,3^ Scott - 36,37
orange - 20 Scottish (ballads) - 33
Orient - 58,64,72 Scriabin - 9,iv
Osiris - 27,28 Shakespeare - 34,35,37
Ovid - 30 Shaw, G.B. - 65
She:j.ley - 36
Siva - 22
Palestine - 22 Solomon (Odes of) - 31 '
Fallas - 28 South Sea Is. - 20 '
Parnassians - 65,66,74,82 spectE>- therapy - V
Persia - 19,^22,25,27 spectrum - 4, 6, i
Persian (poetry) - 75 Spenser, Edm. - 34,35
Phoenicia - 20,23,25 stained glass - 18,22, ix
physics (of color) 4, 5,85 Statius - 30
physiology - 6, 7,85 Stein, G. - 37
Plato - 84 Stowkowski - 9,iv
Pliny (Elder) - 30 Sufis - 27
Pluto - 27 symbolism - i,35
Pompeian (murals) - 7 (selenium - iv
Pope, Alex. - 35
1
Pound, Ezra - 37 f
Pre-Raphaelite - 37 Tang Dyn. - 32
primary (colors) - 5 Templars - 29
psychology (of color) -8-13,85 Theosophy - 21,23,25 ,26,28,29
purple -(pourpre) - 23 therapy - 13,15,85
Pythagoras - iv Thomson - 35
(porcelain - 48 titles - li
Totemlsm - xi
racial lit. - 29,85 Triads - 19
radiation - 5,13 Turkey - 24
rainbow - 19 Tyrian purple - 21,23
red - 21 (Tennyson - 37
reflection - 4
renaissance - 4,67
Revelation - 22 ultra-violet - 13
,
V
Rhodes - 21,29 Urim - 19
Rimsky -Korsakoff - 9,iv '
Roman - 20,21,23,25
” (poetry) - 74,75 Vedas - 18,31
Romantic Poetry - 35,36,65,86 Venus - 25
Rome - 13,18,30 Vergil - 30,31
rose - 21,28 violet - v,23
Round Table - 29 visual Imagery - 16
Russell, Geo.(AE)- 49
,
XV " recall - 15
Russlans - 6
( Rigvedas - 31

Welle, H.G. - 65
white - 2a
Wilfred,!. - 9




Yeats, W.B. - 55, XV
yellow - 20 1
Yin - 20 '
York - 29
1
Zends, Bk of -
1
18
‘
Zeus - 28
6





